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A DYNAMIC MANDATE

A statutory body established on 5 December 2013, the NIHSS 
serves the higher education sector, government, and civil 
society on matters related to the humanities and social sciences 
(HSS).

Underpinned by the Higher Education Act (1997), the Skills 
Development Act (1998) and the White Paper for Post-School 
Education and Training (2013), the Institute is mandated to 
enhance and support higher education in the HSS. Against 
the backdrop of current post-school educational and social 
challenges, this role continues to be of the utmost strategic 
importance.

Our focus on equity, justice and social responsibility and our 
commitment and participation extend to the rest of Africa – and 
beyond – as we enhance and coordinate scholarships, research 
and	ethical	practice	in	the	HSS	fields.	It	is	a	sphere	of	influence	
greatly enhanced by our role as custodian of the South African 
BRICS Think Tank and as the BRICS Chair for 2018. An important 
NIHSS theme in this regard is opening up inclusive paths towards 
global development. 

Significantly,	our	mandate	is	closely	aligned	to	the	goals	of	the	
National Development Plan 2030, a responsibility underpinned 
by our vision and mission and the national drive towards rapid 
economic transformation.

A SOLID FOUNDATION

Key legislation in the higher education sector guides our 
mandate:

Higher Education Act, 1997 (No. 101 of 1997)
This	 Act	 provides	 for	 a	 unified	 and	 nationally	 planned	

system. The Act and White Paper 3: A Programme for the 
Transformation of Higher Education (1997) are the basis for 

transformation of the higher education sector in South 
Africa. Furthermore, implementation is guided by the 

National Plan for Higher Education (2001) and the 2013 
White Paper for Post-School Education and Training. 

Skills Development Act, 1998 (No. 97 of 1998)
This Act provides for an institutional framework 

to devise and implement national, sector and 

workplace strategies for development and improvement of 
South African workforce skills. These strategies are integrated 
within the National Skills Framework, to provide for learnerships 
that	lead	to	the	recognition	of	occupational	qualifications.	They	
also	address	the	financing	of	skills	development	through	a	levy	
and the National Skills Fund (NSF). 

White Paper for Post-School Education and Training (2013) 
The white paper provides, and clearly articulates, a vision for a 
single,	 coherent	 and	differentiated	 post-school	 education	 and	
training system. It seeks to contribute towards overcoming the 
structural challenges facing our society by expanding access 
to education and training opportunities and increasing equity, 
while achieving high levels of excellence and innovation. 

Despite seismic shifts within our university communities, these 
institutions are still the strongest and most stable component 
of the country’s post-school education and training system. Key 
to strengthening the system and addressing societal needs is 
the	principle	of	institutional	differentiation,	which	has	long	been	
recognised in policy but has not always been supported through 
funding.

There	 is	 a	 specific	 focus	on	another	major	problem	area:	 that	
of	inadequate	and	insufficient	levels	of	research	and	innovation.	
Both are key to economic development, and the NIHSS is geared 
to	play	a	significant	and	supportive	role	in	this	regard.

National Development Plan (NDP) 2030
The	NDP	offers	a	long-term	perspective	on	eliminating	poverty	
and reducing inequality by 2030. It seeks to grow an inclusive 
economy, build capabilities and enhance the capacity of the 
state while promoting leadership and partnerships throughout 
society.

These objectives require progress on a broad front, with three 
major priorities: 

• Increasing employment through accelerated economic 
growth;

• Improving the quality of education, skills development and 
innovation; and

• Building the capability of the state to play a developmental 
and transformative role.

The NIHSS mandate is clearly of national importance, given 
these priorities. 
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OUR VISION

The NIHSS vision is of a new humanities and social sciences that 
is the epicentre of scholarship, pedagogy, community practice 
and social responsibility in Africa. We also envision a tertiary 
education system serving as an equal partner with centres 
of excellence in the Global North and the Global South in the 
world’s knowledge production and dissemination.

OUR MISSION

The	 NIHSS	 mission	 is	 to	 redress	 existing	 deficits	 and	 to	
coordinate programmes, projects, collaborations and activities 
in the HSS disciplines within and through existing and future 
public universities. 

The	Institute	fulfils	its	mission	–	alone	and/or	in	partnership	with	
stakeholders – by: 
• Providing strategic and intellectual resources to the higher 

education sphere within the humanities and social sciences;
• Advancing research, teaching, and learning by ensuring 

collaboration and/or coordination of the work of higher 
education institutions;

• Advising the Minister of Higher Education and Training on 
matters relating to the Institute’s strategic objectives, or on 
policy	affecting	teaching	and	research	in	the	humanities	and	
social sciences and higher education generally; and

• Advocating equity, justice and social responsibility.

A JURISTIC ENTITY

As a statutory body established on 
5 December 2013 as a juristic entity 
through publication of Government 
Gazette No. 37118, the Institute 
strives to contribute meaningfully 
to ensuring the excellence, integrity 
and dynamism of the humanities 
and social sciences throughout 
Africa, through its core functions 
of enhancing and coordinating 
scholarship, research and ethical 
practice	in	the	HSS	fields.

OUR INTERNAL VALUES

TEAMWORK

• Placing the needs of our 
stakeholders above our individual 

needs. 

• Achieving maximum value from 
shared resources, knowledge and 

expertise.

• Participating and contributing 
in	a	flexible,	supportive	

manner.

EXCELLENCE

• Setting high standards 
in whatever we do.

• Aiming to do the best in 
everything we do.

• Delivering quality 
work.
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Our mandate and mission were expanded in February 2015 
when the Minister of Higher Education and Training at the time, 
Dr Bonginkosi Nzimande, made the Institute the custodian 
of the South African BRICS Think Tank. As a result, the 
strategic objectives of the Institute grew to include: fostering 
international research collaborations between South Africa, 
Africa, and countries of the Global South, including Brazil, 
Russia, India and China; acting as a dynamic broker between 
the worlds of knowledge and policy action on behalf of South 
Africa and the South African BRICS Think Tank; and coordinating 
and managing all BRICS Think Tank-related activities on behalf 
of South Africa. 

OUR VALUE STATEMENT AND  
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The	 following	 five	 values	 and	 principles	 guide	 our	 work	 and	
conduct	in	fulfilling	our	mission	and	mandate:

1. The principle of cooperation and the establishment of 
communities of scholarship. From the Doctoral Schools and 
Scholarships Programme to the Catalytic Research Projects, 
cooperation and networking, clusters and Humanities Hubs are 
seen as a priority.

2. The principle of norm-driven internationalisation. We live 
in a world more interrelated and entangled than ever before. 
Academics travel, students are on the move, ideas circulate and 

international epistemic communities get stronger at the expense 
of their national equivalents. There are very few universities 
of note that have not included internationalisation among 
their strategic goals. We advocate a focused and norm-driven 
internationalisation that strengthens Africa-wide, South–South 
collaborations in dialogue with our “Northern” counterparts.

3. The principle of social responsibility and equity. We have to 
be socially responsive to the socio-economic problems that face 
South Africa and its citizens. Scholarship in the humanities and 
social sciences must relate and connect to the lived experiences 
of the national and continental majority. It is an intellectual 
project premised beyond critique that seeks to reconstruct 
grand narratives and possibilities for change. 

4. The principle of functional differentiation as opposed to 
resource differentiation. Our higher education and research 
system must extend beyond resource inequality to encompass 
different	 visions,	 focuses	 and	 priorities.	 We	 must	 be	 flexible	
enough to allow for pluralism and diversity, be generous enough 
to allow competition between priorities and visions and still be 
able to cooperate. The key point is simply a diversity of visions 
that should be expressed within any well-functioning system.

5. The principle of transformative relevance. All Catalytic 
Research Projects and Working Group initiatives must open 
up	new	areas	of	research,	to	have	a	multiplier	effect	on	future	
projects and serious transformative implications for the 
curriculum in the HSS.

INTEGRITY

• Doing what we say we 
will do.

• Speaking the truth and being 
fair in how we judge others. 

• Displaying openness 
and honesty.

CREATIVITY

• Demonstrating a “can-do” 
attitude.

• Encouraging and recognising 
innovation and creativity.

• Continually seeking better or 
new ways of doing things.

RESPECT

•	Demonstrating	confidence	in	the	
abilities of others.

• Treating all colleagues and others in 
the way we expect them to treat us. 

• Not discriminating against 
others.
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ORGANISATIONAL 
STRUCTURE

For the period under review (1 April 
2017–31 March 2018), the NIHSS had a 
staff	complement	of	42	individuals.	They	
formed part of the following academic and 
operational portfolios:

ACADEMIC PORTFOLIO

The Academic Scholarships Directorate is responsible for 
the management of the Doctoral Schools and Scholarships 
Programme, the African Pathways Programme, and the National 
Mentorship Programme.

The Academic Research Directorate is responsible for Catalytic 
Research Projects, Humanities Hubs, Working Groups for 
academic collaboration, and Professional Associations. 

The Academic BRICS Directorate manages the International 
Research Programme, the African Pathways Mobility Grants 
Programme and the South African BRICS Think Tank (SABTT).

OPERATIONAL PORTFOLIO

Finance: Financial support services, and supply chain 
management and procurement.

Administration: Monitoring and evaluation, reporting, grants 
management, and knowledge management services.

Human Resources: Human resource management.

Communication and Marketing: Communication, marketing, 
branding, and information technology (IT) services.

Corporate Services: Facilities management, and legal support 
services.

Corporate Governance: NIHSS Board.

Executive Office
Academic 
Director:

Scholarships

Strategy & 
Planning

Corporate 
Governance

Monitoring & 
Evaluation

Doctoral 
Schools & 

Scholarships
Programme

African 
Pathways 

Programme 
(APP)

National 
Mentorship 
Programme 

(NMP)
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Executive Office: Chief Executive Officer

Academic 
Director:
Research

Academic 
Director:

BRICS

Admin 
Director Finance: CFO

Finance 
Support, 
Payroll & 

Admin

Supply Chain 
Management

Human 
Resources & 

Legal Services

Information 
Technology

Communication 
& Marketing

BRICS-SABTT
Catalytic 
Research 

Projects (CRP)

Humanities 
Hubs

Working 
Groups

Professional 
Associations
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

I was delighted while paging through this report to realise that 
despite	financial	cuts	and	a	vigorous	campaign	of	disinformation	
against the Institute most goals were reached, the second clean 
audit in a row was achieved and everything was done without 
job	losses.	On	behalf	of	the	Board,	I	thank	the	NIHSS	staff	and	
leadership for going the extra mile.

Furthermore,	 all	 this	 effort	 occurred	during	 a	 time	of	 political	
change and uncertainty and during a period when we were 
tasked to lead in the BRICS domain. That we have done so with 
charm and attention to detail has been noted. But with the 
challenges at hand in a world veering out of joint, with trade 
wars looming and with changes in the worlds of work, creation, 
circulation and exchange, we are beginning to realise that we 
have	 to	 redouble	 our	 efforts	 and	 continue	 to	 sharpen	 our	
thinking and creativity.

 Delivering on the 10th BRICS 
Think Tank Council and BRICS 
Academic Forum (28-31 May 2018) 
with charm and attention to detail, 
while redoubling our efforts and 
continue to sharpen our thinking 
and creativity… 

It is also a time of uncertainty in the entire post-school education 
system; and although the year was relatively less explosive, 
funding issues, curriculum issues, and safety and mental health 
issues are escalating and stretching our colleagues’ capacity to 
its limits.

Farewell to a very robust group of 
thinking colleagues and “Thank 
You” to our Principals…

As	the	Board	that	steered	this	first	phase	of	the	 Institute’s	 life	
is coming to an end, I would like to say farewell to a very robust 
group of thinking colleagues who dealt with complex issues 
with honesty and courage. Furthermore, it is proper to thank 
both the departing and incoming Ministers of Higher Education 
and Training: the Honourable Professor Hlengiwe Mkhize and 
the Honourable Naledi Pandor, the Department of Higher 
Education and Training and its Director-General Mr GF Qonde, 
and especially the University corridors of Frances Baard Street 
in Pretoria led by Dr Dianne Parker, who also shared the strain 
over the BRICS encounters.

A highlight of three vital issue… 

I do not need to repeat what you will be reading in the 
pages that follow about PhDs, research achievements and 
publications and partnerships. What I would like to highlight 
are three vital issues that confront us as a community of 
thinkers and doers:

Firstly, after a series of encounters led by the philosopher 
Professor Adama Samassékou in Bamako, Mali, and through his 
presidency of the World Humanities Conference in Liège in 2017, 
the Charter for the Humanities and the Social Sciences that 
came to constitute the Institute will be redrafted and reworked 
as a Pan-African document. We will be calling on the broader 
community for help in this rather encouraging project.

8 ANNUAL REPORT 2017/18
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Secondly, the prioritisation of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
in the BRICS domain calls for more in-depth work between the 
STEM	 fields	 and	 the	 humanities	 and	 the	 social	 sciences.	 The	
proliferation of such technologies in the context of job losses, 
informalisation and casualisation demands serious scrutiny and 
inter/trans-disciplinary work.

Thirdly, despite the global celebration of Mandela’s legacy on 
peace and reconciliation, we are living through a humanitarian 
disaster,	 with	 65	million	 people	 in	 official	 refugee	 tents	 and	 a	
figure	that	must	be	double	that	on	the	move:	a	period	of	moral	
ambivalence, xenophobia, racism, authoritarian forms of 
restoration, and intolerance. Our thinkers and doers have to 
respond, as there is a potential Syria in all of us.

Perhaps I should conclude with an encouraging comment from 
a PhD graduate: “You guys have become routine!” We are happy 
to have achieved that in barely four years: making the seemingly 
implausible, plausible. I hope though, s/he didn’t mean that we 
have lost our creative and critical edge. You will be the judge!

Professor Ari Sitas
Chairperson of the NIHSS

Chairperson of the NIHSS  
Professor Ari Sitas
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT 

The NIHSS is proud to deliver phenomenal results for the 2017/18 
financial	year,	despite	funding	challenges.	Although	our	funding	
was revised and reduced during the period under review, I am 
delighted to report that the Institute still managed to achieve its 
set targets – in most instances, even to exceed them – with no 
adverse	effects	on	the	(adjusted)	budget.

As	 the	 Institute,	 we	 have	 continued	 to	 optimise	 our	 efforts	 at	
delivering excellence. And, while working towards achieving our set 
targets, we remain keenly focused on the impact we make and on 
the quality of our services and performance. The results for this 
financial	 year	are	 the	 fruits	of	 such	efforts,	 yielding	as	 they	have	
a considerable measure of outputs and engagements that have 
served to drive and dynamise the humanities and social sciences. 

I am particularly pleased that we are on track with regard to our 
2020 Vision, and our Annual Performance Plan supports this. 
Over the past three years, this planning strategy has proven that 
we are geared towards meeting our targets. 

A rich collection of research outputs
Out of the collection of 66 research outputs produced, worthy 
works	have	emerged	with	a	specific	focus	on	curriculum	reform,	
history, the arts, theatre and the humanities. In his book, Black 
South African Autobiography after Deleuze: Belonging and Becoming 
in Self-Testimony, literary scholar Professor Kgomotso Masemola 
uses French theorist Gilles Deleuze’s theories of immanence and 
deterritorialisation to explore South African autobiography as 
both the site and the limit of intertextual cultural memory. 

Another book – Young Families: Gender, Sexuality and Care, 
edited by Dr Nolwazi Mkhwanazi and Professor Deevia Bhana 
– is a compilation of unique and compelling essays about the 
context of early childbearing. It draws on empirical data, multi-
level approaches and inter-disciplinary perspectives to explain 
the dynamics of young people’s experiences of pregnancy and 
childcare, starting in adolescence. In addition, the book explores 
the contexts in which young families are constituted and shaped, 
along with the types of social relationships and communities of 
care that early childbearing creates. 

In Voices of Liberation: Thomas Sankara, authors Jean-Claude Kongo 
and Leo Zeilig present a comprehensive timeline covering Sankara’s 
life, as well as major events in the history of the continent and region. 
Sankara, the former president of Burkina Faso and a proponent 
of Pan-Africanism, is often referred to as “Africa’s Che Guevara” 
and, like his South American counterpart, is celebrated for his 
perseverance, dedication to social revolution and incorruptibility. 

Volume 3 in the Democratic Marxism Series, titled The Climate 
Crisis – South African and Global Democratic Eco-Socialist 
Alternatives (edited by Professor Vishwas Satgar), investigates 
eco-socialist alternatives that are emerging. It presents the 
thinking of leading climate justice activists, campaigners 
and social movements advancing systemic alternatives and 
developing bottom-up, just transitions to sustain life.

Professor Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, one of our long-serving and 
esteemed project leaders based at Stellenbosch University, hosted 
a dialogue between world-renowned Indian academic Professor 
Homi Bhabha and eminent South African novelist and academic 

Professor Njabulo Ndebele through our partnership. 
Points of discussion included political similarities 
between the two countries, the tensions that exist 
among	people	of	different	social	and	economic	classes,	
and ethical considerations for modern democracies.

We continued funding the second edition of the 
Abantu Book Festival, which took place in Soweto 
from 7-10 December 2017, for the period under 
review. The event has evolved to become something 
of a cultural festival, with “the book being the catalyst 
to many more conversations and activities”, as the 
festival’s director, novelist Thando Mgqolozana, 
describes it. A highlight of the 2017 event was the 
keynote address by renowned Zimbabwean author 
and	filmmaker	Tsitsi	Dangarembga.	In	her	talk,	titled	
“Decolonisation in the Context of African Literature 
– An Historical Approach”, she examined the links 
between the strategies and human products of 
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 We are, once again, proud to close 
the financial year with a clean audit. This 
attests to good governance, proving that, as 
the management team, we are committed 
to using our limited public resources wisely 
and responsibly. We also remain steadfastly 
focused on the realisation of both our 
vision and our mandate to ensure that we 
make a meaningful contribution to the 
transformation of our country’s higher 
education landscape, the HSS community 
and the broader society. 
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colonisation. And, while in conversation with Professor Pumla 
Dineo Gqola at the same event, Dangarembga focused on her 
most famous book, Nervous Conditions.

A showcase of good governance, with 65 PhD graduates!
We	 are,	 once	 again,	 proud	 to	 close	 the	 financial	 year	 with	 a	
clean audit. This attests to good governance, proving that, as 
the management team, we are committed to using our limited 
public resources wisely and responsibly. We also remain 
steadfastly focused on the realisation of both our vision and our 
mandate to ensure that we make a meaningful contribution to 
the transformation of our country’s higher education landscape, 
the HSS community and the broader society. 

In partnership with the South African Humanities Deans’ 
Association (SAHUDA) and the Council for the Development of 
Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA), we at the NIHSS 
are	proud	to	celebrate	the	first	cohort	of	65	doctoral	graduates,	
the majority of them African and female. Not only are we making 
our mark in increasing the HSS knowledge base, we are also 
pleased that our graduates are taking up teaching and research 
opportunities within our very own public universities. In so doing, 
they are revitalising South Africa’s higher education spaces for 
the	benefit	of	advancing	equity,	justice	and	social	responsibility,	
while addressing issues of capacity building.

At the time of our reporting, we had awarded more than 600 
doctoral scholarships in 19 South African public universities.

HSS Awards collection showed a strong multidisciplinary 
and collaborative approach
In the year under review, the Institute hosted its third annual prize-
giving ceremony, The Humanities and Social Sciences Awards: 
Book, Creative Collection and Digital Contribution 2018. The 
awards	have	matured	to	aptly	reflect	the	relevance	and	vibrancy	
of	the	humanities	and	social	sciences	fields	in	South	Africa.	

The 2018 contributors and award recipients responded 
innovatively to the call to “Africanise the curriculum” through 
the extensive research they undertook. Their output was 
characterised by a strong multidisciplinary and collaborative 
approach, as showcased in this year’s impressive collection. The 
works brought together young and old voices, as well as new 
and revisited narratives that engaged with the thinking of iconic 
figures	 such	 as	 Sol	 Plaatje,	 while	 also	 exploring	 the	 political	
consciousness and biography of former Deputy Chief Justice 
Dikgang Moseneke, among others. 

Represented by 23 publishers, the submissions comprised 39 
non-fiction	books,	nine	fiction	books,	10	creative	collections	and	

seven digital contributions. A focus on indigenous knowledge and 
issues	specific	 to	Africa	provided	a	unique	body	of	 scholarship	
from South Africans for the local and global academy alike.

With our chosen venue for the HSS Awards 2018 being the Market 
Theatre in vibrant Newtown, Johannesburg, we were able to further 
cement our collaboration with the Market Theatre Foundation as 
one of our recently secured Humanities Hubs – thereby opening 
up another opportunity for HSS scholarship and research.

Celebrating excellence
The leaders and collaborators working on our Catalytic Research 
Projects and Humanities Hubs produced a host of research 
outputs too – 44 publications in total, exceeding the target by 
a whopping 175%. We also welcomed a 166.6% growth in the 
number of our research reports. The Working Groups initiative, 
which promotes the integrity, reputation and recognition of the 
HSS, yielded an equally impressive 150% growth in target with 
the delivery of 35 outputs.

NIHSS CEO  
Professor Sarah Mosoetsa
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During the period under review, our collaboration with 
publishers	 continued	 to	 flourish,	 producing	 compelling	 and	
innovative research-based books that are bound to make an 
impact on South Africa, the rest of Africa and the world. 

Our collaboration with the HSRC Press and UKZN Press has 
grown by leaps and bounds. The book  Development, Social Policy 
and Community Action: Lessons from Below (HSRC Press) is but 
one example of the considerable output that has ensued. Edited 
by Professor Leila Patel and Dr Marianne S. Ulriksen, this book 
explores how government assistance through social grants and 
services, along with community support mechanisms, provide 
solutions to citizens in poor communities. The writers highlight 
the fact that solutions to poverty and inequality are designed, 
implemented and evaluated in a top-down approach while 
disregarding the views and agency of the poor communities.

Mabogo Percy More has added intellectual substance to the many 
volumes of work on anti-apartheid icon Steve Biko, and the Black 
Consciousness Movement he helped start, through the book Biko: 
Philosophy, Identity and Liberation (HSRC Press). More challenges 
those	who	have	written	off	Black	Consciousness	as	a	fad,	as	well	
as critics who fail to acknowledge the intellectual weight of such a 
movement, founded as it is on deep thought and praxis.

Our partnership with the UKZN Press has yielded equally captivating 
works,	including	prolific	author	Zakes	Mda’s	book,	Justify the Enemy: 
Becoming Human in South Africa.	 It’s	 a	 collection	 of	 non-fiction	
stories that focus on South Africa’s history and the present, identity 
and belonging, the art of writing, human rights, global warming and 
why Mda is unable to keep silent on abuses of power.

In her book, Hostels in South Africa: Spaces of Perplexity (UKZN 
Press), Dr Nomkhosi Xulu-Gama engages with the challenges 
and triumphs experienced by hostel-dwellers as they both resist 
and embrace the process of transformation. She documents the 
clashes	between	men	and	women,	cross-generational	conflict	and	
feelings of nostalgia as the hostel-dwellers grapple with everyday 
livelihood struggles.

South Africa takes on the 2018 BRICS Chairship
During the last quarter of the year under review, South Africa 
assumed the 2018 BRICS Chairship (on 1 January 2018). The 
BRICS academic calendar was launched at a lecture delivered 
by Professor Ari Sitas, Chairperson of the South African BRICS 
Think Tank (SABTT), on 16 February 2018.

Our BRICS academic portfolio showed resilience in the last 
quarter	 of	 the	 financial	 year	 and	 bounced	 back	 to	 reflect	 a	
160% growth in seminars, workshops and conferences that 
we hosted and/or co-hosted with our partners. We achieved a 

100% return on policy engagements, as well as a 50% growth 
in BRICS Research and Teaching Mobility Grants issued and in 
SABTT advisory engagements, respectively.

Once again, given the challenges with our funding during the 
reporting period, it is worth noting that all these phenomenal 
results	were	achieved	within	budget,	with	no	adverse	effect	on	
our allocated spend.

Tribute to the inaugural Board
It would be remiss of me not to pay tribute to the visionary 
leadership which has contributed to the Institute being on such 
a solid path towards realising its 2020 Vision. As the Board’s term 
of	office	ended	in	March	2018,	I	would	like	to	express	my	heartfelt
gratitude to them for having been on this special journey with the 
Institute and me. Professor Ari Sitas, Chairperson of the Board, I 
would like to thank you for your wise counsel, your critique and 
your constant support. 

Considering the various achievements mentioned above, it is clear 
that since its establishment in December 2013, the NIHSS has 
made great strides in the humanities and social sciences. After 
four productive yet challenging years, we can proudly declare that 
we have made our mark and will continue forging ahead as the 
Institute, delivering on both our vision and mandate.  

I am grateful to the Department of Higher Education and Training, 
as	well	as	at	the	National	Skills	Fund,	for	their	support	and	financial	
assistance – without your endeavours, the mammoth task of 
transforming tertiary education would not be possible.

It is an honour to be supported by a competent and capable 
management team, who are as committed to the vision of the 
Institute as I am.

To	the	NIHSS	staff,	thank	you	for	your	dedication,	hard	work	and	
commitment to excellence.

To SAHUDA, CODESRIA and all the other friends of the Institute, 
I thank you for your support, hard work and passion in ensuring 
that	our	purpose	as	the	Institute	is	fulfilled.	

We pay tribute, too, to our 600-plus PhD students and project 
leaders,	of	whom	we	are	so	proud.	Without	you,	all	our	efforts	
would be futile.

Professor Sarah Mosoetsa
Chief Executive Officer
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SOURCES OF FUNDING  

The Institute’s operational budget is fully funded by the 
Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET). All of our 
academic programmes are funded through designated funds 
from the National Skills Fund (NSF): the Doctoral Schools and 
Scholarships Programme, National Mentorship Programme 
(NMP), Catalytic Research Projects (CRP), Humanities Hubs, 
Working Groups, Professional Associations, and South African 
BRICS Think Tank activities.

OPERATING CONTEXT

The NIHSS operates within an environment marked by the 
following: 

• A higher education system in turmoil over fees, content, 
inclusiveness and faculty transformation;

• A neglected humanities and social sciences;
• A student movement devoid of mentorship; and
• A number of serious socio-economic challenges facing South 

Africa and her citizens in a post-apartheid era, complicated by 
an economic downgrading among ratings agencies.

Note: The 2013–15 financial period is over a 16-month period from 

5 December 2013 (inception of the NIHSS) to 31 March 2015.

Figure 1: NIHSS revenue (2013–2018)
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R 40 000 000
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R 80 000 000

R 100 000 000

R 120 000 000
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R 160 000 000
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2017/2018

R 143 503 792

  

Over time, our service delivery and operating environment will 
be	affected	by many factors. In particular, we are witnessing:

• An increase in the number of students requiring postgraduate 
funding;

• Limited supervision capacity, especially in historically black 
universities; and

• Limited resources for scholarships and research for the HSS, 
thus serving to increase demand on the Institute to supply 
resources.

There has been a year-on-year increase in income/revenue from 
inception to 2016/17. A decline in revenue was experienced, 
however,	 during	 the	 2017/18	 financial	 year	 as	 a	 result	 of	
significant	budget	cuts	from	the	NSF.	The	2017/18	budget	was	
reduced	by	R35	688	945.	The	decrease	in	budget	affected	mainly	
new doctoral scholarships and Catalytic Research Projects (see 
Figure 1).
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PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE AND ADMINISTRATION  B

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE 2017/18

The Institute realised its mandate during the 2017/18 financial year through the following seven strategic objectives:

Strategic Objective 2: 

Dynamise the fields of research 
and teaching in the humanities 

and social sciences in South 
Africa through a range of 

Catalytic Research Projects 
and Humanities Hubs.

Strategic Objective 5:

Foster international research 
collaborations between South 
Africa, Africa, and countries of 

the Global South, including 
Brazil, India and China.

Strategic Objective 7: 

Coordinate and manage all 
BRICS Think Tank-related 

activities on behalf of South 
Africa.

Strategic Objective 1: 

Advance postgraduate 
scholarship through a range 

of innovations.

Strategic Objective 4: 

Build and strengthen networks 
and partnerships with 

organisations working in areas 
related to the humanities and 

social sciences.

 
Strategic Objective 3: 

Promote the integrity, 
reputation and recognition 

of the humanities and social 
sciences within the higher 
education community, the 

science and technology 
community, and society 

at large.

  
Strategic Objective 6: 

Act as a dynamic broker between 
the worlds of knowledge and 

policy action to strengthen the 
Institute’s strategic position in 
the political and social spaces 
that will enable it to influence 

policy and knowledge 
production. 
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2017/18

Production of  
research outputs: 

66 research outputs 
were produced, 

including books, journal 
articles, conference 
papers, teaching modules 
and creative outputs. 

Implementation of the 
Sam Moyo Postdoctoral 
Fellowship in Land and 
Agrarian Reform:

4 Sam Moyo Postdoctoral 
Fellowships were 

awarded (for the first 
time), in honour of the late 
Professor Sam Moyo.

Achievement of doctoral graduations: 

65 have been reported for the year 
under review – this includes 

individuals who received doctoral 
scholarships through the NIHSS-SAHUDA 
and NIHSS-CODESRIA sub-programmes.

Growth of the Humanities Hubs 
programme: 

4 Humanities Hubs were added in the 
year under review – including the 

Market Theatre Foundation and the Robben 
Island Museum – bringing the total number 
of our Humanities Hubs to 12.

Strengthening 
of the National 
Mentorship 
Programme: 

23 mentors 
assisted 

our doctoral 
students during the 
reporting period. 

Funding of Working Groups: 

35 Working Groups were 
funded for various research-

related activities, including hosting 
of workshops, conferences, and 
publication of books.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2017/18

Assumption by South Africa 
of the BRICS Chairship: 

South Africa assumed the 2018 
BRICS Chairship on 1 January 
2018, and launched the BRICS 
academic calendar through a 
lecture delivered by the SABTT 
Chairperson, Prof Ari Sitas, on 
16 February 2018. 

Third Annual South African 
Humanities and Social Sciences 
Awards: 

the event took place on 15 March 
2018 at the Market Theatre to 
celebrate and honour researchers, 
artists and authors in the 
humanities and social sciences. 
Among the winners of the 2017/18 
Awards was retired Deputy Chief 
Justice Dikgang Moseneke, who 
won in the category Best Non-
Fiction Monograph, for his book 
titled My Own Liberator. 

Awarding of 
African Pathways 
Programme (APP) 
and BRICS Teaching 
and Research 
Mobility grants: 

9 in total were 
awarded.

Participation by the South 
African BRICS Think Tank: 

the SABTT participated in the 
2017 BRICS Academic Forum 
held in Fuzhou (China) on 10 
and 11 June 2017.

Funding of BRICS  
Cluster projects: 

9 BRICS Cluster projects 
were funded to host 

BRICS seminars during 
2018.
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The first cohort of NIHSS graduates were honoured at a gala dinner held on 1 November during the 2017 Annual National Doctoral Conference (ANDC).

awarded 
in 

Three years into 
its existence, the 
NIHSS can boast 

in excess of

600  
doctoral 

scholarships

19 
universities.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1: 
Advance postgraduate scholarship through a range of innovations

Prof Nhlanhla Mkhize – a mentor and former
SAHUDA Chair – presenting the keynote
address at the ANDC 2017 gala dinner

Dr Ndivhuwo Luruli, Acting Director 
Academic Research and BRICS, with an 
NIHSS PhD graduate

Dr Nthabiseng Motsemme, NIHSS Director 
of Academic Scholarship, at the ANDC gala 
dinner
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1. NIHSS DOCTORAL SCHOLARSHIPS

The first cohort of 65 NIHSS doctoral fellows graduate
During the reporting period, the NIHSS celebrated the graduation 
of its first cohort of doctoral graduates, at the third Annual National 
Doctoral Conference (ANDC), in collaboration with the South African 
Humanities Deans’ Association (SAHUDA) and the Council for the 
Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA).

In the first three years of its existence, the Institute has provided 
scholarships to over 600 South African doctoral students. The main 
objective is to promote, strengthen and dynamise scholarship 
in the humanities and social sciences, strengthening a student-
centred culture while addressing inequities in the current higher 
education system.

The NIHSS strives to be not only a funding body but also an 
intellectual hub that helps to define and shape the future of the 
humanities and social sciences. The debates on the transformation 
imperative of the higher education curriculum continue to call for 
reflection and interrogation of the humanities and social sciences 
scholarship taught and studied in South African universities, and 
the meaning of such scholarship in the post-apartheid knowledge 
production landscape. 

Race Graduates %

Black 46 71%
Coloured 6 9%
Indian 4 6%
White 9 14%

Grand Total 65 100%

Gender Graduates %

Female 34 52%
Male 31 48%

Grand Total 65 100%

Gender & Race Graduates

Female

Black 20
Coloured 4
Indian 4
White 6

Female Total 34

Male

Black 26
Coloured 2
White 3

Male Total 31

Grand Total 65
Graduated students - 2017/18

The NIHSS is heeding the call to redefine what constitutes African 
humanities and social sciences (HSS) knowledge; to develop an 
inclusive HSS curriculum that re-centres African intellectual 
traditions and languages; as well as to rethink and cultivate 
African epistemologies that ultimately build an HSS scholarship 
archive that is relevant not only in Africa but the world. Ours is a 
commitment to a vision of building African HSS scholarship that 
will shift knowledge paradigms.

The National Development Plan (NDP) has a vision of producing, by 
2030, highly skilled and qualified individuals to meet the needs of 
the economy. An increase in the percentage of PhD graduates in 
the country is one of the ways that the NDP envisages innovative 
research and development can be achieved. By 2030, the country 
needs to increase the percentage of PhD-qualified staff in the higher 
education sector to 75% (from the current 34%), and, according to 
the NDP, produce “more than 100 doctoral graduates per million 
[people] per year by 2030 – an increase from 1 420 in 2010 to well 
over 5 000 a year”. 

South Africa needs an increase in the number of women and African 
PhD graduates. The NIHSS is working hard towards achieving these 
goals. Female and African students are well represented in the first 
cohort of 65 doctoral graduates. 
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Dr Zethu Cakata (top) and Dr Kometsi Molelekoa (bottom) 
delivering their speeches at a gala dinner held in honour of the 
PhD graduates on 1 November 2017

DOCTORAL GRADUATES SPEAK  
FROM THE HEART! 

In Search of the Absent Voice: Dr Zethu Cakata’s thesis, 
“In Search of the Absent Voice: The Status of Indigenous 
Languages in Post-apartheid South Africa”, shows how 
the status of indigenous languages has not been elevated, 
despite the fact that the elevation and preservation of these 
languages was part of the post-apartheid agenda. Using the 
work of Steve Biko, Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o and Frantz Fanon, 
Cakata, who completed her PhD through the University 
of South Africa, explores the perceptions of and attitudes 
towards indigenous languages – on the part of young South 
Africans and parents/guardians – that informed post-
apartheid language policies. 

The study findings suggest a need for a stronger civil society 
which would assist in the dismantling of categorising languages 
as superior and inferior. Furthermore, the results point to a 
need for a more humanising approach which treats indigenous 
languages with respect.

Mental Health Literacy: Dr Kometsi Molelekoa’s thesis, 
completed at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, titled “Mental 
Health Literacy: Conceptions and Attitudes toward Mental 
Disorders and Beliefs about Treatment among Residents 
of Sisonke District in KwaZulu-Natal”, examines the issue 
of awareness and perceptions of mental disorders. Many 
people are living with chronic or severe mental illnesses and 
are unaware that they have diagnosable disorders and that 
treatment may be available. This leads to delays in treatment 
and a perpetuation of negative attitudes towards mental 
illness. 

The results of this study highlighted the strong preference 
among respondents for professional help-seeking, particularly 
from social workers and medical practitioners, for the treatment 
of depression and alcohol dependency. However, traditional 
healing was seen as more helpful for treating schizophrenia. 
Regarding attitudes towards mental illness, the key findings 
in this study indicate that negative attitudes towards people 
with mental illness are widely maintained. The results of this 
study highlight the importance of awareness campaigns that 
take into consideration and respect the cultural differences of 
the people, and collaboration between traditional and medical 
practitioners.
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2. SAM MOYO POSTDOCTORAL 
FELLOWSHIP

During the 2015/16 financial year, the 
NIHSS launched the Sam Moyo 
Postdoctoral Fellowship in Land 
and Agrarian Reform in honour 
of the late Professor Sam 
Moyo. Although the process 
of awarding the postdoctoral 
fellowship has been slow, we 
are pleased to report that the 
Institute awarded its first four 
Sam Moyo Postdoctoral Fellowships 
during the reporting period (Table 2). 

Table 2: Recipients of the Sam Moyo Postdoctoral Fellowship  

in 2017/18

Name Institution

Naledi Nomalanga Mkhize Rhodes University
Musa Khaphanyi Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 

University 
Rochelle Davids University of the Western Cape 
Nomasonto Xazela University of Fort Hare

3. NATIONAL MENTORSHIP  
PROGRAMME (NMP)

A total of 12 regional doctoral workshops were hosted across 
all regions this year. The Institute also appointed Doctoral 
Schools administrators at all universities where our scholarship 
recipients are based. On 26 September 2017, the NIHSS hosted 
its first university Doctoral Schools administrator workshop. The 
purpose of the workshop was to introduce the administrators 
to NIHSS grant administration and management processes; to 
share experiences; and to allow for interaction between the 
university administrators and the Institute. 

4. NATIONAL DOCTORAL  
“WRITING-UP” WORKSHOP 

Each year, the Scholarships Directorate organises a “writing-
up” workshop for students who are in their third year of study 
and are thus in the “writing-up” phase of their doctoral studies. 
This initiative is part of the Institute’s efforts to improve the 
throughput rate of the doctoral students currently funded 
under our scholarships programme. The workshop for the 
2017 academic year took place on 27–29 September at Misty 

Prof Grace Khunou – Gauteng Mentor, University of Johannesburg

Prof Siphamandla Zondi – Gauteng Mentor, University of Pretoria

Prof Kgomotso Masemola – UNISA, Free State and North West Mentor

Number of South 
African postdoctoral 

fellows funded by the NIHSS 
in the HSS

This target was exceeded by 

33.3%  
without adverse effects  

on the budget.
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Hills Country Lodge, Johannesburg. A total of 40 students 
participated at the workshop, assisted by 14 “readers” (senior 
academics appointed by the NIHSS to assist with the reviewing 
of draft theses); during the writing-up workshop, each reader 
spends time with the students allocated to him/her, and assists 
the students in improving the draft thesis, the ultimate aim being 
to get the thesis into a fit state for submission for examination.

5. ANNUAL NATIONAL DOCTORAL 
CONFERENCE (ANDC)

On 1 and 2 November 2017, the Institute hosted its third Annual 
National Doctoral Conference (ANDC) at Birchwood Hotel and 
Conference Centre, Boksburg. Attended by over 200 people – 
including doctoral students, mentors, and representatives of 
publishing houses such as the HSRC Press and UKZN Press – the 
event was a major success. The evening of 1 November was a 
spectacular celebration, with a gala dinner hosted in honour of 
our first cohort of doctoral graduates funded by the NIHSS during 
their studies. Forty-four graduates were honoured at the ANDC, 
while 21 further graduations were subsequently reported to the 
Institute, bringing to 65 the number of graduations achieved in 
the 2017/18 year.

ANDC Best Paper Award
Over two hundred abstracts were received from second-
and-third-year students from all participating institutions for 
the ANDC. The doctoral candidates were required to submit 
full-papers focusing on aspects of their doctoral studies for 
presenting at the conference.  A total of 130 full-papers were 
submitted online. All submitted full-papers were reviewed by 
external reviewers who were tasked with making prize-winner 
recommendations to the NIHSS National Doctoral Conference 
Committee. The submitted papers were reviewed according to 
the following criteria: clarity of research questions; soundness 
of theory; relevant and innovative research methodology; 
contribution/extend knowledge in the field; and quality of 
submission.  Nokubonga Mazibuko from theUniversity of 
KwaZulu-Natal (Humanities), and Tara Leverton from University 
of Cape Town (Arts) were the worthy winners of the 2017 NIHSS 
Annual National Doctoral Conference Best Paper Award.

Opening plenary of the 2017 ANDC

CODESRIA’s Executive Secretary, Dr Godwin Murunga, 
honoured the opening plenary session of the 2017 ANDC with 
his presence and delivered the keynote address.

Nokubonga Mazibuko from the University of KwaZulu-Natal 
(left) with Dr Nthabiseng Motsemme, NIHSS Director of 
Academic Scholarship (right)
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2: 

Dynamise the fields of research and teaching 
in the humanities and social sciences in 
South Africa through a range of Catalytic 
Research Projects and Humanities Hubs

2.1. CATALYTIC RESEARCH PROJECTS

The production of knowledge is critical if Catalytic Research 
Projects are to be truly “catalytic”. Our project leaders continue 
to make significant contributions in this regard, with several 
outputs produced during the year, while our researchers also 
share their work with the wider society through the general 
media. The Catalytic Research Projects programme is one of the 
Institute’s longest-running programmes, and has funded over 
40 projects to date in the humanities 
and social sciences field with 
numerous outputs produced 
from these projects, as well 
as postgraduate students 
graduated. Following 
the unfortunate budget 
adjustment that occurred 
duringthe year under review, 
the NIHSS only awarded seven 
new catalytic projects on various 
themes. 

Catalytic Research Project leaders also remained very active 
during the year under review and hosted ground-breaking 
workshops, seminars and conferences, including the following:

• Prof Linda Chisholm hosted a roundtable discussion on the 
topic “Decolonising Teacher Education”, on 18 August 2017 at 
the University of Johannesburg (UJ).

• Prof Monique Marks hosted two workshops under the 
theme “Opening Multidisciplinary Conversation” (21 and 
22 August 2017, UJ). The workshop focused on the issue of 
substance abuse, and a total of 23 papers were presented at 
this workshop. A workshop was held in Durban on 29 August 
2017 from another of her projects that focuses on substance 
abuse, “Opioid Substitution Therapy (OST)”.

• Dr Sazi Dlamini hosted a panel session themed “Music and 
Society Dialogue: Maskandi”. The session, which focused on 
the maskandi music genre, took place during the SASRIM 
International Conference held on 2 September 2017 at the 
University of the North-West, Potchefstroom. 

• Prof Jeanne Zaidel-Rudolph hosted two workshops – on 
“Original Compositions for Choir by Young South Africans 
Composers” – in Pretoria (3 June 2017) and Cape Town (10 
June 2017), respectively.

• Prof Antjie Krog hosted a workshop titled “Texts in Indigenous 
Languages”, on 9–12 May 2017 at Calders Hotel, Fish Hoek in 
the Cape.

• Prof Shirley Walters and Dr Astrid von Kotze hosted a 
conference titled “Transforming Post-School Education and 
Training towards an Alternative Vision”, on 18 and 19 May 
2017, at the Kopanong Hotel and Conference Centre, Benoni. 
These project leaders also launched their edited book at this 
event (on 18 May 2017): Forging Solidarity: Popular Education 
at Work (published by Sense Publishers in March 2017).

• Another Catalytic Research Project leader with a noteworthy 
achievement is Prof Tholene Sodi, who completed the 
supervision of two Masters students attached to the 
NIHSS-funded Catalytic Research Projects. Both students, 
M Seretlo-Rangata and H Mabanda, completed a Master of 
Arts (MA) degree in Clinical Psychology at the University of 
Limpopo. This outcome is a critical contribution to capacity 
building – not only for the humanities and social sciences but 
for the system as a whole. 

Research outputs and research-related activities for 
2017/18
The number of publications, and other research outputs of 
a creative nature (such as exhibitions), grew by almost 27% 
between 2016/17 and 2017/18: from 52 outputs to 66. The 
types of outputs produced include journal articles, full books 
and book chapters, popular articles, papers presented at 
conferences, teaching modules and policy briefs (see Figure 2).  

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE AND ADMINISTRATION  B

Number of Catalytic 
Research Projects 

established by the NIHSS 

This target was exceeded by 

16.7%  
without adverse effects  

on the budget.
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Similarly, Working Groups project leaders hosted/co-hosted 
academic events during the year under review: mostly 
conferences/workshops (24 events) followed by seminars and/
or dialogues (13). Other types of events hosted were colloquia 
and lectures (see Figure 3). 

• The Mapungubwe Humanities Hub hosted a lecture series 
themed “Mapungubwe: The Beginning”, on 1–3 September 
2017, at Mapungubwe National Park. Aimed at fostering 
understanding and appreciation of the importance 
of Mapungubwe, the lecture series brought together 
academics across the fields of the humanities and social 
sciences to share and showcase their research work.

• Dr Vuyani Booi hosted an “Educators” project workshop 
on 29 August 2017 at the University of Fort Hare, bringing 
together researchers/collaborators on the project.

• Prof Puleng Segalo hosted the Decoloniality Summer School 
from 15–26 January 2018, at UNISA, Pretoria. 

• Prof Melissa Steyn hosted a dialogue, “Troubling Seasons 
of Hate and Sexual Violence: Remembering, Representing, 
Resisting,” on 26 March 2018, at the University of the 
Western Cape.

• Chumani Maxwele hosted a workshop titled “The Land 
Question – Is the ANC Resolution to Expropriate Land 
without Compensation an Answer to the Land Question?” 
on 9 March 2018, at the University of Cape Town.

• Prof Pascah Mungwini hosted a workshop, “The African 
Intellectual Heritage”, on 18 November 2017, in Maboneng, 
Johannesburg.

Democratic Marxism Theory Seminar Series by Prof 
Vishwas Satgar

“Food Sovereignty, Theory and the People’s Law”, 13 April 
2017, Wits University.

“Complex Relations of Marxism and Feminism”, 10 October 
2017, Wits University.

Theory seminar: “Reading Capital in the 21st Century”, 14–16 
February 2018, Wits University.

“The Climate Crisis: South African and Global Democratic 
Eco-Socialist Alternatives”, 15 March 2018, Wits University.

11 OF THE 2017/18 BOOKS PRODUCED

Broadcasting
Democracy – Radio and
identity in South Africa.
Bosch, T. 2017. HSRC Press.
ISBN: 978-0-7969-2542-8

Media and
Citizenship: Between
Marginalisation and
Participation.
Garman, A. & Wasserman,
H. (eds). 2017. HSRC
Press. ISBN: 978-0-7969-
2556-5

Voices of Liberation:
Thomas Sankara.
Kongo, J-C. & Zeilig, L. 2017.
HSRC Press. ISBN: 978-0-
7969-2517-6
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Black South African
Autobiography after
Deleuze. Belonging
and Becoming in Self-
Testimony. 
Masemola, K.M. 2017.
BRILL RODOPI. ISBN: 978-
90-04-34643-7

Justify the Enemy:
Becoming Human in
South Africa.
Mda, Z. 2018. UKZN Press.
ISBN: 978-1-86914-380-0

Young Families: Gender,
Sexuality and Care. 
Mkhwanazi, N. & Bhana,
D. (eds). 2017. HSRC Press.
ISBN: 978-0-7969-2559-6

Biko: Philosophy,
Identity and Liberation. 
More, M.P. 2017. HSRC
Press. ISBN: 978-0-7969-
2571-8

Transforming Teaching
and Learning in Higher
Education: Towards a
Socially Just Pedagogy in
a Global Context.
Osman, R. & Hornsby, D.J.
(eds). 2017. Springer. ISBN:
978-3-319-46175-5

Development, Social 
Policy and Community
Action: Lessons from 
Below.
Patel, L. & Ulriksen, M.S.
(eds). 2017. HSRC Press.
ISBN: 978-0-7969-2551-0

The Climate Crisis –
South African and Global 
Democratic Eco-Socialist 
Alternatives. 
Satgar, V. (ed.). 2018. Wits
University Press. ISBN:
978-1-77614-054-1

Hostels in South Africa:
Spaces of Perplexity. 
Xulu-Gama, N. 2017. UKZN
Press. ISBN: 978-1-86914-
371-8
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Figure 2: Research outputs emanating from 
Catalytic Research Projects, Humanities Hubs, 
and Working Groups over a three-year period 

Figure 3: Events co-hosted by 
Catalytic Research, Humanities 
Hubs and Working Groups project 
leaders over a three-year period 
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2.2. HUMANITIES HUBS

The Institute’s Humanities Hubs programme continued to grow 
during the course of the year, with the addition of the Market 
Theatre Foundation (MTF) and the Robben Island Museum. 
Similar to the thinking behind the grant to the Liliesleaf Trust 
Humanities Hub, the grant to the MTF will support the initiating 
and roll-out of a student outreach programme; the aim is 
to expose high-school learners both to theatre productions 
relevant to their age group and the country’s history through 
theatre plays. The NIHSS and the MTF will also co-host an 
international theatre symposium. 

The Robben Island Museum grant was awarded to fund conducting 
of interviews with ex-political prisoners (or the families of ex-political 
prisoners in cases where the ex-prisoners have passed on). A video 
of these interviews will be submitted to the NIHSS upon completion 
of the project. This project will also contribute to capacity building 
by involving interns in conducting the interviews.

The NIHSS hosted a Humanities Hubs symposium on 7 September 
2017, bringing together representatives of all Humanities Hubs 
funded by the Institute. Three panel discussions took place on 
the day: “Mobilising Archives: Liberation Struggle Histories”; 
“Community Histories and Their Memorialisation, Preserving, 
Archiving and Disseminating”; and “IKS: Biodiversity and 
Archaeology”.

Existing Humanities Hubs – those that had signed funding 
agreements during the previous financial year – engaged in 
academic activities during the year under review. For example, 
the Hunterstoun Humanities Hub hosted a colloquium under the 
theme “The Land: Ownership, Governance and Sustainability” 
(25–27 October 2017, Hogsback), while the Mapungubwe 
Humanities Hub hosted a four-day seminar under the theme 
“Revisiting the Mapungubwe Kingdom” (31 August–3 September 
2017). At the ANDC (1 and 2 November 2017, Boksburg), 
both the Wits Origins Humanities Hub and  
Dr Detlev Krige (the SLOWart Network) 
held exhibitions. Dr Krige’s project 
explores the nexus of waste, 
art-making and the economy, 
through the social life of waste 
being transformed into art; 
the project is ethnographically 
investigating the practices of 
artists and art collectives across 
the cityscapes of Maputo, Tshwane 
(Pretoria), Harare and Johannesburg. 

Liliesleaf Humanities Hub 
Through its Schools Educational Outreach Programme, themed 
“The Quest for Democracy”, the Liliesleaf Humanities Hub 
hosted over 580 learners at the Liliesleaf Farm between April 
and June 2017. Learners came from schools across the Gauteng 

Delegates at the Humanities Hub symposium held on 7 September 2017.

Number of 
workshops and 

conferences organised by 
the Catalytic Research and 

Humanities Hubs projects leaders 
and collaborators 

This target was exceeded by 

181%  
without adverse effects  

on the budget.
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Province, and were treated to numerous exciting activities at 
the farm, including watching a historical documentary and 
participating in a themed educational game. The Institute was 
also represented and took part in the activities over a two-week 
period. The objective of the outreach programme is for Liliesleaf 
to stimulate an interest on the part of the learners in the history 
of the country, particularly with regard to the events of the 
1950s and 1960s.

The History and Memory Travelling Exhibition displays a critical 
period in the history of South Africa: the decade 1952–1962, as 
well as the role of the Liliesleaf Farm in Rivonia and the lead-up 
to the historical Rivonia Trial of 1963-1964. 

The History and Memory Travelling Exhibition made the rounds 
in the period under review, including to the Sol Plaatje University.

Wits Origins Humanities Hub
Among several activities, the Wits Origins Humanities Hub runs 
the Origins Centre workshop “Colouring Africa”, which focuses 
on the use of ochre and pigment in the past. The workshop is 
funded by a grant from the Institute. The hands-on workshop 
explores the earliest evidence for the use of ochre in the Middle 
Stone Age and Later Stone Age in Africa. The workshop aims to 
expose learners to how archaeologists work; in other words, 
how scientists infer how ochre was used in the past, with the 
added objective of developing a deep appreciation for ancient 
ingenuity and a unique heritage.

During these workshops, school learners are shown how to make 

pigment by grinding or scraping the stone, and are encouraged 
to experiment further by mixing the coloured powder with a 
range of substances, such as water, egg and coconut oil, to make 
different kinds of paint. Once the paint is made, the learners’ 
artistic side comes to the fore – using paper or rock surfaces to 
paint on, with paintbrushes, sticks or fingers. Images of southern 
African rock art and Middle Stone Age engraved designs serve as 
their inspiration.

The first workshop of this kind was held at Scifest 2018 in 
Grahamstown in March, where over 100 primary-school children 
learnt about our amazing African heritage, got their hands dirty 
and created some beautiful indigenous art. The workshops have 
since been held at the Origins Centre for primary-school and 
high-school learners, with more informal sessions being held for 
younger children.

Hunterstoun Centre Humanities Hub 
One of the beneficiaries of the Institute’s Humanities Hubs 
programme is the Hunterstoun Centre. Located in the Amathole 
mountains at the headwaters of the Tyhume river, in Hogsback, 
the Hunterstoun Centre Humanities Hub is 33km from the 
University of Fort Hare’s Alice Campus. During the period under 
review, the Hunterstoun Centre hosted two colloquiums with the 
financial support provided by the NIHSS. The first colloquium, 
centred around the “Eastern Cape Intellectual Heritage and 
Values” project, was held in October 2017. The event was well 
attended, which bears testament to the interest in and traction 
of this academic project. Three key results emanated from the 
colloquium: a substantial overview report on Eastern Cape 

Learners show off their artwork created during the “Colouring Africa” workshop.
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Denis Goldberg* at the Liliesleaf Farm in Rivonia with learners – part of the Liliesleaf Outreach Programme. * In 1964, following his arrest, Denis Goldberg 
was sentenced at the Rivonia Trial to four terms of life imprisonment. He is a social campaigner, who was active in the struggle against apartheid.

intellectual heritage and values (to be published); a process 
report documenting discussions and plans for the next phase of 
the project; and video-recorded in-depth interviews with each of 
the participants about their own intellectual and values heritage. 
These very rich, hour-long interviews are available in video 
and transcription format as a resource for further research. A 
number of ideas on the theme of intellectual and values heritage 
emerged out of the colloquium and will be explored further with 
the University of Fort Hare (UFH) and the Hunterstoun Centre.

The second colloquium was under the theme “The Land: 
Ownership, Governance and Sustainability”. Participants at this 
event included individuals who had contributed to the High-
Level Panel on Land Reform, policy makers, and researchers. The 
issues discussed included reasons for the slow and inadequate 
response to land reform in South Africa post-1994, as well as 
future challenges. Participants also discussed the role that UFH 
and the Hunterstoun Centre can play in the future exploring 
land issues from a research, community and policy perspective. 

Through NIHSS funding, the Hunterstoun Centre Humanities 
Hub was also able to generate six videoed land stories of local 
community members. These five-minute videos powerfully 
document each of the families’ experiences of possession, 
dispossession and repossession. Each story includes the 
participants’ hopes for the future for their family and community. 
The videos together tell a compelling story of how families living 
in the Tyhume Valley and catchment area have been consistently 
and continuously disadvantaged by dispossession and other 
discriminatory policies and actions over generations. This NIHSS 
grant allocation also provided a rich experience for Rhodes 
School of Journalism and Media Studies students, who took the 
footage and compiled the video material for the projects. 

Participants during the Hunterstoun Centre colloquium on “The 
Land: Ownership, Governance and Sustainability”

Rhodes University students filming “Land stories” as part of 
the Hunterstoun Centre’s project on “The Land: Ownership, 
Governance and Sustainability”
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Factory of the Arts Humanities Hub
The core objective of the Factory of the Arts is to establish an 
innovative conjunction of research and public arts engagement. 
Building on the success of the Catalytic Research Project on 
“Hidden Voices”, in the establishment of the Laboratory of 
Kinetic Objects the team attends to the practices and research 
implications of linking aesthetics as an intellectual enquiry, into 
explorations of artistic practice. The purpose of the laboratory 
is to engage with, energise, and create new publics, through 
revitalising modes of interaction within the communities of 
Cape Town, while challenging traditions of arts education in the 
city and the wider region of the Western Cape. 

Art and aesthetics are critical aspects of the work of coming to 
terms with, and undoing, the legacies of apartheid spatial and 
intellectual planning. 

The initiative seeks to explore the human, the humanities and 
the arts in a consideration of the limits and possibilities of 
the technical, both in relation to the past and in conjunction 
with the massive technological shifts that shape our society 
today. The Factory has been organised around two large-scale 
initiatives, with several smaller projects aligned with those 
larger undertakings.

The purpose of the Factory of the Arts (under the “Laboratory of Kinetic 
Objects”), which is led by Prof Premesh Lalu, is to engage and revitalise 
modes of interaction within the communities of Cape Town.
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NIHSS Catalytic Research Project on “Concept Formation in African Languages”,  by Prof Pamela Maseko (project leader), School of Languages and 
Literatures: African Language Studies (Rhodes University)
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Creating space for ideas exchange and bringing the 
humanities into dialogue with the arts
During the period under review, the Institute supported a visit 
by renowned scholar Prof Homi Bhabha to South Africa (15 
and 16 August 2017). Prof Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela (Research 
Chair, Historical Trauma and Transformation at Stellenbosch 
University) coordinated the events that formed part of the 
visit. As a research initiative, the visit sought, among other 
things, to draw attention to the important and unique role that 
the humanities can play in debates about some of the most 
pressing issues in South African society and to demonstrate the 
creation of conversations that invite participation from a range 
of disciplines. The visit created space for the exchange of ideas 
and powerfully showcased how the humanities can be brought 
into dialogue with the arts.

On 16 August 2017, Prof Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela hosted and 
moderated “Dialogue, Writing, and Humanity in Troubled Times 
– A conversation between Homi Bhabha and Njabulo Ndebele”, 
as part of Stellenbosch University’s Historical Trauma and 
Transformation Research Initiative and Indexing Transformation.

3.1. WORKING GROUPS

Thirty-five Working Groups projects were funded during the 
financial year under review. Grants were awarded towards 
the hosting of conferences and/or seminars, as well as book 
publication through collaboration with the HSRC Press.

One of the events supported through 
the Working Groups programme 

was the “Metadata” workshop, 
held on 21 February 2018 
at the NIHSS offices. The 
workshop was convened 
by Andrew Joseph, a digital 
publisher at Wits University 

Press funded under the NIHSS 
Working Groups programme, 

and was attended predominantly by representatives of publishing 
houses. The aim of the workshop was to discuss the prototype 
developed for database management, and to demonstrate the 
functionality of this platform to the stakeholders. 

Other Working Groups events supported during 2017/18 include: 

• A symposium hosted by artist and curator Nkule Mabaso under 
the theme “Decolonising Art Institutions” (24–26 August 2017, 
UCT).

Number of  
Working Groups 

initiatives funded by 
the NIHSS with the aim of 

promotingthe integrity, reputation 
andrecognition of the HSS in the 

existing higher education landscape 

This target was exceeded by 

150%  
without adverse effects  

on the budget.

Professor Homi Bhabha, the world’s premier post-colonial literary theorist 
and Director of the Mahindra Humanities Center at Harvard University

Emeritus Professor Njabulo Ndebele, Chairman of the Nelson Mandela 
Centre of Memory, worldwide-acclaimed poet, novelist and essayist
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From left: Prof Nico Koopman, Prof Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, Prof Wim de Villiers, Prof Njabulo Ndebele, Mrs Catherine de Villiers,  
Prof Homi Bhabha and Prof Eugene Cloete

• A seminar hosted by Prof Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela and 
delivered by Prof Homi Bhabha (of the Mahindra Humanities 
Center, Harvard University); themed “Engaged Scholarship 
and Ethical Citizenship”, the seminar attracted academics and 
senior students from the university (15 and 16 August 2017, 
Stellenbosch University).

• A symposium hosted by Dr Monique Whitaker under the theme 
“Contemporary Language, Logic, and Metaphysics: African and 
Western Approaches (CLLM)”, at which more than 30 papers 
were read/presented (14–16 August 2017, Wits University). 

• A seminar hosted by Prof Vishwas Satgar on “Trumpism and 
the State of American Politics”, with a presentation by visiting 
scholar Prof Vivek Chibber from New York University (21 
August 2017, Wits University).

NIHSS-HSRC Press book publication agreement
The Institute’s collaboration with the HSRC Press continues to 
add to the pool of existing knowledge, with the publication of six 
books during the reporting period. The HSRC Press publishes 
relevant and innovative research-based books with impact 
on South Africa, Africa and the world. These books cover the 
humanities and social sciences in South Africa and Africa, and 
are peer-reviewed through an independent editorial board to 
ensure the highest quality content and world-class research 
publications. The following titles were published in 2017/18:

• Bosch, T. 2017. Broadcasting Democracy – Radio and Identity in 
South Africa. HSRC Press. ISBN: 978-0-7969-2542-8.

• Garman, A. & Wasserman, H. (eds). 2017. Media and Citizenship: 
Between Marginalisation and Participation. HSRC Press. ISBN: 
978-0-7969-2556-5.

• Kongo, J-C. & Zeilig, L. 2017. Voices of Liberation: Thomas 
Sankara. HSRC Press. ISBN: 978-0-7969-2517-6.

Books published through partnership with the HSRC Press

The NIHSS supported the Abantu Book Festival and Wordfest during the 
reporting period. Wordfest is a festival celebrating multilingualism, reading 
and writing, and promotes new and established authors. The Abantu Book 
Festival is an annual African literature festival for readers and writers, held 
in Soweto – also renowned as South Africa’s artistic heartland.

• Mkhwanazi, N. & Bhana, D. (eds). 2017. Young Families: Gender, 
Sexuality and Care. HSRC Press. ISBN: 978-0-7969-2559-6.

• More, M.P. 2017. Biko: Philosophy, Identity and Liberation. HSRC 
Press. ISBN: 978-0-7969-2571-8.

• Patel, L. & Ulriksen, M.S. (eds). 2017. Development, Social Policy 
and Community Action: Lessons from Below. HSRC Press. ISBN: 
978-0-7969-2551-0.

Wordfest South Africa 2017
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Author Zakes Mda with the NIHSS CEO, Prof Sarah Mosoetsa, at the 
conclusion of ANDC 2017.

Author Tsitsi Dangarembga was one of the guest speakers at the 
2017 Abantu Book Festival.

Learners who won the Schools Essays Writing Competition 
walked home with great prizes.

Poet and writer Dr Mongane Wally Serote giving the keynote 
address at the 3rd Annual Mafika Gwala Lecture

The Annual Mafika Gwala Lecture
The Annual Mafika Gwala Lecture was initiated by South 
African History Online in 2015 and is run in partnership with 
both the NIHSS and the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The 
third annual lecture was held in October 2017. Mafika Gwala 
was a prominent South African poet, activist and intellectual 
whose life and work played a leading role in giving form to 
the debate about “a people’s culture”. The primary aim of 
these lectures is therefore to inspire the present generation 
of artists and academics to revisit the pivotal role of artists in 
promoting debate on human rights issues. The lecture series 
also strives to raise and motivate a new generation of artists 
by awarding prizes to best essays submitted by learners from 
high schools around the KwaZulu-Natal Province.

Abantu Book Festival
The NIHSS continued its funding of the Abantu Book Festival 
(second edition), held on 7–10 December 2017, during this 
reporting period. The festival has grown, being regarded as a 
place of healing, celebration and emancipation; and has evolved 
into a cultural event. A highlight of the festival was the keynote 
address by renowned Zimbabwean author and film-maker Tsitsi 
Dangarembga. Her talk, titled “Decolonisation in the Context of 
African Literature – An Historical Approach”, examined the links 
between the strategies and human products of colonisation. 
The children’s sessions were equally captivating, with readings 
led by greats such as Dr Sindiwe Magona and Zakes Mda, 
and performances by storytelling practitioners. Each child in 
attendance received a free book in their mother tongue from 
Magona’s collection of children’s books.
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The partnership between the NIHSS and the UKZN Press also yielded 
Justify the Enemy: Becoming Human in South Africa by Zakes Mda and 
Hostels in South Africa: Spaces of Perplexity by Nomkhosi Xulu Gama.

The Institute’s support for Professional Associations in the 
humanities and social sciences field continued during 2017/18, 
with a total of eight receiving funding from the Institute. (see 
Table 3) Professional Associations receive funding towards a 
range of activities, including:

• Hosting of a conference, workshop, seminar, or annual general 
meeting;

• Publication of academic journals;
• Collaborations with international counterparts; and
• Supporting student conference attendance and participation.

3.2. PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

Table 3: Professional Associations that received support from the NIHSS during 2017/18

Association Chairperson/project leader

African Association for Rhetoric Dr Segun Ige

Education Association of South Africa Prof Prevanand Ramrathan

English Academy of Southern Africa Prof Rajendra Chetty

International Society for Gesture Studies Prof Heather Brookes

Linguistics Society of Southern Africa Prof Rajend Mesthrie

South African Association of Political Studies Dr Kgothatso Shai

South African Education Research Association Prof Lesley Wood

South African Society for Research in Music Dr Mareli Stolp

Number 
of Professional 

Associations supported  
in the HSS 

This target was exceeded by 

60%  
without adverse effects  

on the budget.

Number of research 
reports/outputs in the 

HSS 

This target was exceeded by 

150%  
without adverse effects  

on the budget.

NIHSS-UKZN Press partnership
Our partnership with the UKZN Press yielded equally 
captivating works, including prolific author Zakes Mda’s Justify 
the Enemy: Becoming Human in South Africa, a collection of 
non-fiction stories that focus on South Africa’s history and 
the present, identity and belonging, the art of writing, human 
rights, global warming and why Mda is unable to keep silent on 
abuses of power.

 The nurturing of young black readers is 
now urgent. This and the establishment of 
libraries that reflect African communities and 
their experiences are part of the legacy the 
Abantu Book Festival is hoping to create. 
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3.3. SOUTH AFRICAN HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES (HSS) AWARDS 2018

The Winners of the Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS) 
Awards: Book, Creative Collection and Digital Contribution 
2018 reflect the relevance and vibrancy of South Africa’s HSS
The NIHSS hosted the third Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS) 
Awards: Book, Creative Collection and Digital Contribution 2018 at 
the iconic John Kani, Market Theatre on 15 March 2018. The awards 
laud the preeminent creative contributions of academics, curators 
and artists based at participating South African universities, who 
are working to advance the HSS. The call for submissions opened 
in October 2017 and covered works completed between January 
and December 2016. Submissions comprised 39 non-fiction 
books, nine fiction books, 10 creative collections and seven digital 
contributions, and represented 23 publishers. Over 30 esteemed 
academics were selected as judges and reviewers, led by the 
Chairpersons: Dr Thoko Mnisi (Digital Humanities), Prof Jyoti Mistry 
(Creative Collections), Prof Pumla Dineo Gqola (Books: Fiction), 
and Prof Hlonipha Mokoena (Books: Non-Fiction).

It was evident that the impressive collection of books, and 
creative and digital submissions signalled a growing HSS 
scholarship in dialogue with itself and the broader society; the 
submissions explored, addressed and often boldly challenged 
pertinent societal issues. 

The HSS Awards 2018 collection responded innovatively to the 
call for “Africanising the curriculum” through the use of extensive 
research in various fields and genres. What was particularly 
heartening was the strong multidisciplinary and collaborative 
approach evident in most submissions, with several contributions 
covering the dynamics of friendship, gender and environment 
that cut across disciplines such as history, sociology, politics, 
development studies, macroeconomics, inequality studies, 
hunger and poverty studies, education, land reform, and ethics 
and morality. 

The Institute is excited that new, post-apartheid archives 
are growing, and being documented in new ways. The use of 
biography and photography provides a powerful encounter 
between the author and the reader, the humanities academy and 
society. The disciplines capture the complexities of landscape 
and histories of rural and marginalised communities, and the 
challenges of unemployment, alcohol abuse, domestic violence, 
sexual abuse, xenophobia, inequality, racism and exploitation.

This year’s collection compels us to reconsider and reimagine 
the boundaries between private experiences and public 
encounters. A focus on indigenous knowledge and Africa-

Mokale Koapeng accepted the Best DH Project for Community 
Engagement award on behalf of his mentor, Christine Lucia.

Best DH Visualisation or Infographics winner David Paton,with Digital 
Humanities category Judge Chairperson Dr Thoko Mnisi

Best Public Performance winners Tony Miyambo (left) and Phala Phala 
(centre), with Creative Collections Judge Chairperson Prof Jyoti Mistry
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specific issues provides a unique scholarship by South Africans 
for us and the global academy. 

The use of puppetry as art practice and medium offers a 
different form of scholarship that transcends the written word, 
language, culture and contested histories. The link between the 
university and community is encouraged through various forms 
to engage, teach, and learn from communities. 

While English remains the dominant language in the collection, 
SeTswana, isiXhosa and Afrikaans also feature. As NIHSS CEO 
Prof Sarah Mosoetsa said on the night:

This 2018 collection brings together both fresh and vintage 
voices, both new and revisited narratives. It engages with the 
thinking, history and political consciousness of, among others, 
Sol Plaatje, Charles Darwin and Thabo Mbeki. The collective 
memories of apartheid are presented through the eyes of 
cricket, Bantu education, Umkhonto weSizwe, poetry, theatre, 
African music and choral music. The collection provides 
narratives of resilience, resistance and possibilities of triumph in 
post-apartheid South Africa. 

Mosoetsa concluded: 

Accepting the award for Sol Plaatje’s Native Life in South Africa: 
Past and Present, Prof Bhekizizwe Peterson said, “Plaatje’s 
pioneering book arose out of an early African National Congress 

Non-Fiction Edited Volume joint winners Siona O’Connell and Rick 
Rohde, with category Judge Chairperson Prof Hlonipha Mokoena

Co-writer Bhekizizwe Peterson delivers his acceptance speech on being 
announced a joint winner in the category Non-Fiction Edited Volume.

 the 2018 HSS Awards signal a growing, 
dynamic and bold HSS community in and for 
South Africa and the world that we should 
all be proud of. As the NIHSS, we remain 
committed to advancing the transformation 
of the HSS community, universities and the 
greater society. 

Best Visual Art winner Sharlene Khan (right), with Creative Collections 
Judge Chairperson Prof Jyoti Mistry

 It is pleasing that the HSS narrative 
is taking seriously its role of shaping 
and redefining the South African and 
the broader continental African agenda 
– although more effort is needed to 
support and promote such work to build a 
convincing body of African languages. 
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campaign to protest against the discriminatory 1913 Natives 
Land Act”. Peterson said that 

Peterson said that the revisiting of Sol Plaatje’s Native Life in South 
Africa comes at a time when the country is engaging with the 
land question and seeking to address the colossal injustice of 
1913. Peterson went on to thank the Institute for the great work 
it had committed to and was doing in supporting and growing 
the voice of the humanities. 

Receiving the Best Visual Art award .for her work “When the 
Moon Waxes Red”, Sharlene Khan thanked the many influential 
people in her life: “my mother for her generosity; my father for 
giving me his voice; my sisters for being inspirations and support 
networks…and the amazing women that I’ve met and not met.” 
She expressed her gratitude to

Retired Deputy Chief Justice Dikgang Moseneke was the winner 
of the Book Non-Fiction Best Monograph category for his book 
My Own Liberator. In a touching tribute to his late mother, Karabo 
Moseneke, he dedicated 

Accepting the award on behalf of winner Jolyn Phillips, publisher Colleen 
Higgs is pictured with Fiction Judge Chairperson Pumla Dineo Gqola.

Non-Fiction Monograph winner Dikgang Moseneke, with category 
Judge Chairperson Prof Hlonipha Mokoena

 the soil in which I was planted to be able 
to do this work…the idea of being ‘the inside-
outsider and outside-insider’; working with 
my own community, dealing with them with a 
sense of love, responsibility and criticality and 
not even trying to be objective. 

 this special award to my recently passed 
mother as she sits at the heart of my story, 
our story, and our search for freedom and 
our humanity. She is quite warm – still warm 
even in her grave. 

 the book tells the bigger story of the 
assault on black rights and opportunities in 
the newly consolidated Union of South Africa 
– and the resistance to it. It should not just be 
simplified as a plea to the British, however; it 
was much, much more than that. 

He expressed his deep gratitude to the judges who had seen 
fit to confer on him this prestigious recognition. Moseneke also 
dedicated the award to “all the good people of South Africa” and 
concluded: “Morena a boloke sechaba sa heso”.
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CATEGORY: BEST DH PROJECT FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT – SHORTLIST

Inside-out Outside-in South African Corrections Interest Group
Bianca Parry, Gali Katide, Eduard Fourie and Martin Terre Blanche

Joshua Pulumo Mohapeloa Critical Edition in Six Volumes
Christine Lucia

 This is one of the rare contributions to both the field and the scholarship of digital 
humanities (DH) that focuses on one of the most neglected, yet popular areas embraced by 
most southern African communities: choral music. The project is a great preservation of the 
historic work that spread across many decades. It will be used by other researchers to produce 
more research work. 

 The Inside-out Outside-in South African Corrections Interest Group, a multidisciplinary 
group of South Africans, was formed to support corrections rehabilitation and reintegration in 
partnership with society. Early in the process, the team recognised the value and effectiveness 
of an online presence to reach students, researchers, academics and others across the 
country interested in corrections. 
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CATEGORY: BEST DH VISUALISATION OR INFOGRAPHICS – SHORTLIST

 The use of digital technologies in the discipline of Fine Arts is innovative, exploratory and 
even ground-breaking in the context of South Africa. The project presents work for designers 
who explore the computer as a medium and produce DH outputs which comment on digital 
cultures and expand on the application of digital tools. 

 The project is presented in an excellent manner, a searchable database of all South 
African artists’ books thus far researched; links to online resources and related sites of 
interest; news on book arts events as well as featured artists’ books. The website exposes and 
supports research, practice, production, collecting and documenting of artists’ books in South 
Africa. 

Digital Fashion as Praxis: Transformative Collaboration in a DH Context 
Nirma Madhoo and Jessica Shuttleworth

Artists’ Books in South Africa
David Paton
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CATEGORY: BEST PUBLIC PERFORMANCE – SHORTLIST

 This production is the re-creation of Jean 
Genet’s play called “Maids” created in 1952. 
Sixty-seven years later, Refiloe Lepere brings 
the sisters to the South African stage, where 
two sisters plot against their black ‘madam’. 
The play is still relevant in the new South 
Africa, given the reality of maids working for 
black madams. Without over-emphasising 
the race issue, Refiloe Lepere makes the 
audience see and feel it. The production flows 
seamlessly from one scene to the next taking 
the audiences along regardless of whether 
they understand the language or not… 

 This production invites dialogue and 
deep, careful reflection of our place in 
society and the society within which we 
live. Therein lies its power. This short play 
constitutes the whole web of existential, 
political, economic and ideological issues 
we grapple with in the HSS. 

Between Sisters 
Refiloe Lepere

Kafka’s Ape 
Tony Miyambo (acting), Phala Phala (directing)
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CATEGORY: BEST MUSICAL COMPOSITION – SHORTLIST 

CATEGORY: BEST VISUAL ART

 Kyle Shepherd has pushed his own 
endeavours as a musician and is amongst 
the few in South Africa who have ventured 
into the arena of film music scores. He 
has worked with a team of musicians – an 
orchestra that has perfectly articulated his 
intentions. Kyle’s work is refreshing and 
honest in its rendering. 

 Sharlene Khan’s work is located within her 
personal historical narrative and yet speaks 
to issues we are well acquainted with which 
transcend culture, tradition and form part of 
our contemporary discourse on reflections on 
lives affected through a Colonial/Apartheid 
and post-apartheid lens. 

Noem My Skollie (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) 
Kyle Shepherd (composition)

When the Moon Waxes Red 
Sharlene Khan
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CATEGORY: FICTION SINGLE-AUTHORED – SHORTLIST

 Period Pain is an important and unique contribution to 
the field of humanities. While violence and xenophobia is a 
topic that has been explored quite extensively, it is not too 
common to use menstruation as a metaphor for exploring 
these topical issues. Whether it flows from Masechaba’s 
excessive menstruation as a teenager, from the Somalian 
shop owners who are attacked by the locals, or from the 
bleeding heart of Nyasha who is isolated because she was 
born on the other side of Limpopo River, these characters are 
united by blood as human beings. 

 The book’s quality and style of writing is of a high 
standard. Its content is South African. Tjieng Tjang 
Tjerries and Other Stories…is a long-awaited body of 
knowledge about the lives of the very ordinary, the poor and 
marginalised. It is a strikingly original work of narrative fiction 
based on the mimetics of life. The texture of the writing is 
finely laced and covers a wide range of emotional modalities 
from the tragic to the comical. 

 Sarah Godsell’s poetry contributes to a conversation that 
started a long time before our generation and will carry on 
long after we have died. The book contributes to the existing 
body of knowledge, mainly the understanding of gender-based 
violence and the struggles women face daily. The book invites 
the reader into the inner part where fear and hope reside. 

Period Pain
Kopano Matlwa

Tjieng Tjang Tjerries and Other Stories 
Jolyn Phillips

Seaweed Sky
Sarah Godsell
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CATEGORY: NON-FICTION EDITED VOLUME – SHORTLIST

 This text is substantively and dynamically South African 
but it does not lose sight of the larger global context within 
which cricket in South Africa is located. It is extremely well 
written. The decolonisation of existing cricket narratives and 
the inclusion of voices other than those of white men make 
this book sufficiently innovative, and this piece of work will 
make an important contribution. 

 This collection focuses on a substantive and uniquely 
South African text. The essays and creative contributions 
are well written and illuminating and their significance is 
enhanced by the innovative use of photographs, poems, a 
travel diary and other creative components. 

 The visual language of the photographs presented in this 
book is a powerful account of what it means to be young, 
rural and poor in South Africa. The photographs cover a 
range of social interactions, from weddings and 21st birthday 
parties to funerals. But, more importantly, the photographer 
captures people as they wish to be captured by the camera – 
irreverent, jubilant, mourning and wrapped up in the insignia 
of popular and global cultures. 

Cricket and Conquest
Andre Odendaal, Krish Reddy, Christopher Merrett and Jonty Winch

Sol Plaatje’s Native Life in South Africa: Past and Present
Janet Remmington, Brian Willan and Bhekizizwe Peterson

Hanging on a Wire
Rick Rodhe and Siona O’Connell
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CATEGORY: NON-FICTION MONOGRAPH – SHORTLIST

 This book presents many junctures and disjunctures. The 
writer is creative at narrating the interwoven connections 
between science and power. Thus, it is riveting to read how 
early the term ‘cradle of mankind’ was coined. Unlike other 
academic monographs, this book is amply illustrated with 
photographs. 

 Dikgang Moseneke’s book contributes to the 
diversification of the history of South Africa’s complex 
liberation struggle. His memoirs go a great deal in filling a 
critical gap by telling the story of the PAC [Pan Africanist 
Congress], particularly on the question of negotiations. His 
memoir advances a new angle on existing knowledge. 

 This is a rich and substantial biography that does an 
excellent job of contextualising the work and experiences 
of Monica Wilson, whose early anthropological research in 
southern Africa led to ground-breaking theories about the 
way in which smaller societies are impacted on by contact 
with larger ones and about the processes of social change. 

Darwin’s Hunch: Science, Race, and the Search for Human Origins
Christa Kuljian

My Own Liberator
Dikgang Moseneke

The Fires Beneath
Sean Morrow



STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4: 

Build and strengthen networks and 
partnerships with organisations working 
in areas related to the humanities and 
social sciences
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The reference in this Strategic Objective to “networks and 
partnerships with organisations” applies to those both within 
and outside the higher education sector, and the Institute 
pursues such networks and partnerships through bilateral 
meetings.

On 7 August 2017, Sol Plaatje University (SPU) hosted the NIHSS 
delegation for an initial meeting between the two institutions. 
The purpose of the meeting was to introduce the NIHSS to the 
university and, most importantly, to present to the university the 
mandate of the Institute and how the university can get support 
from the Institute. Following the visit, the NIHSS and SPU signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding committing the parties to 
mutual assistance and cooperation/collaboration in academic 
research, teaching and learning related to the humanities and 
social sciences. 

UNISA and the NIHSS co-hosted the 2nd Nelson Rolihlahla 
Mandela Annual Seminar (18 July 2017, at UNISA). The event, 
led by the university’s Department of History, featured a panel 
of seven speakers and was attended by representatives of the 
Ahmed Kathrada Foundation, the University of Pretoria’s History 
Department and representatives of Jacana Media, among others. 

Prof Raymond Suttner delivered the keynote address during the 
2nd Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela Annual Seminar, held at UNISA on 
18 July 2017.

The Institute’s partnership with the BRICS Journal yielded two issues, 
the latest – Issue 5, published in February 2018 – focusing on “youth”.



STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 5: 

Foster international research 
collaborations between South Africa, 
Africa, and countries of the Global  
South, including Brazil, India  
and China
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Participants at the “Rural Sanitation” workshop in Lusikisiki, Eastern Cape

BRICS COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH 

Project leaders receiving support through the collaboration 
between the NIHSS and the Indian Council of Social Science 
Research (ICSSR) had a busy year, with a number of events and 
outputs reported. Dr Lindile Ndabeni, a project leader based 
at Tshwane University of Technology (TUT), hosted a seminar 
focusing on “Rural Sanitation” in Lusikisiki, Eastern Cape (2 and 
3 November 2017, at Apostolic Faith Mission of South Africa, 
Goso Assembly). This two-day seminar was attended mainly 
by representatives of NGOs in the province, as well as Masters 
students from the Institute for Economic Research on Innovation 
(IERI), TUT. 

Research outputs emanating from NIHSS-ICSSR funded projects 
include a journal article by Prof Rajend Mesthrie titled “Kokni in Cape 
Town and the Sociolinguistics of Transnationalism” (2017, Language 
Matters 48(3): 73–97); as well as two book chapters published by Dr 
Nolwazi Mkhwanazi in an edited volume titled Young Families.

African Pathways Programme (APP) and BRICS Teaching 
and Research Mobility Grants 
The African Pathways Programme (APP) and BRICS Teaching and 
Research Mobility Grants are key instruments whereby the Institute 
seeks to advance research, teaching and learning in the humanities 
and social sciences by fostering greater cooperation and dialogue 
among scholars and postgraduate researchers across the African 
continent, and among the BRICS countries. Interested researchers 
apply for these grants by responding to a call for proposals, which is 
typically posted on the NIHSS website and circulated to universities. 

During 2017/18, the Institute awarded nine APP and BRICS 
Teaching and Research Mobility Grants, the majority of which 
were awarded to postgraduate students requiring funding to 
travel from South Africa to another African or BRICS country for 
the purpose of fieldwork/data collection. This is an encouraging 
trend as it shows the impact of the Institute’s funding on capacity 
building, beyond the awarding of scholarships. Our take-up rate 
for the mobility grant this year was higher than anticipated – the 
target as per the Annual Performance Plan was six for the APP 
and BRICS Teaching and Research Mobility Grants combined. 



STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 6: 

Act as a dynamic broker between the 
worlds of knowledge and policy action 
to strengthen the Institute’s strategic 
position in the political and social 
spaces that will enable it to  
influence policy and  
knowledge production
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BRICS RESEARCH CLUSTERS 

The Institute awarded funding to the nine BRICS Research 
Cluster projects. These projects form part of the Institute’s five 
BRICS Research Clusters that have been set in accordance with 
the five thematic research areas outlined in the 2030 Long Term 
Strategy of BRICS, which are:

• Promoting BRICS Cooperation and Alternative Economic 
Development Paths;

• Social Justice, Sustainable Development and Quality of Life; 
• Peace and Security; 
• Political and Economic Governance; and
• Progress through Knowledge Sharing and Innovation.

The funding awarded in 2017/18 is to enable BRICS Research 
Cluster project teams to prepare for participation in the 2018 

Academic Forum taking place on 28–31 May 2018 at the Sandton 
Convention Centre. The teams would thus hold workshops, but 
most significantly, each team will host a BRICS seminar during 
2018 in its research theme, bringing delegates from all BRICS 
countries to participate and present papers at the seminars. By 
the end of March 2018, six of the nine teams had already hosted 
their team workshops.

SABTT-IGD BRICS policy dialogues
During the 2017/18 financial year, the SABTT and the Institute 
for Global Dialogue (IGD) co-hosted six BRICS policy dialogues 
(see Table 4).

BRICS engagement: Civil Society, Youth, Labour,  
and the South African BRICS Business Council 
On 28 June 2017, the South African BRICS Think Tank (SABTT) 
co-hosted a BRICS stakeholder consultation meeting with the 
Department of International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO). 
This meeting was organised by the SABTT on behalf of DIRCO. The 
event successfully brought together academics doing research 
on issues affecting BRICS countries, as well as representatives of 
BRICS civil society. The purpose of the meeting was to generate 
ideas for South Africa’s chairing of the BRICS Presidency in 
2018 through getting inputs on the document Envisioning 
Inclusive Development through a Socially Responsive Economy. The 
Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) was also 
represented at the meeting.

The NIHSS co-hosted several other engagements with these 
forums throughout the reporting period, including a workshop 
co-hosted with the National Labour and Economic Development 
Institute (NALEDI) at the NIHSS offices on 15 and 16 November 
2017. The workshop was attended by over 50 individuals from 
different trade unions.

Table 4: Details of the SABTT-IGD BRICS policy dialogues co-hosted in 2017/18

Theme Date Venue

“Situating the Future of BRICS in Changing Global Dynamics” 20 April 2017 Burger’s Park Hotel, Pretoria

“BRICS in Africa” 3 July 2017 NIHSS offices, Parktown 

“Development Financing from the Global South: The BRICS 
New Development Bank” 

17 August 2017 Cape Town Lodge Hotel, Cape Town

“Towards an Agenda for Inclusive Development” 22 November 2017 Burger’s Park Hotel, Pretoria

“The South African BRICS Presidency 2018: An Inclusive Path 
towards Global Development”

16 February 2018 Wits School of Governance, Parktown

“Africa and BRICS” 29 March 2018 University of KwaZulu-Natal 
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The meeting of the BRICS Trade Forum included the alliance 
of the three federations, the Congress of South African Trade 
Unions (COSATU), the Federation of Unions of South Africa 
(FEDUSA) and the National Council of Trade Unions (NACTU), and 
offered a platform for participants to discuss South Africa’s 2018 
BRICS Chairship. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss 
expectations from organised labour for the 2018 BRICS Leaders’ 
Summit. Furthermore, the meeting was used as a platform to 
develop a Declaration by BRICS Labour.

The South African Network on Inequality (SANI)/Economic 
Justice Network (EJN) received funding from the Institute during 
2017/18 to coordinate activities related to civil society. With the 
NIHSS support, SANI hosted several meetings during the course 
of 2017/18, including one held on 6 September 2017 at the 
NIHSS offices; the purpose of the meeting was for civil society to 
reflect on the delegation’s participation at the BRICS Tripartite 
Forum (held in China on 10–17 June 2017), and at the C20 
Summit (18 and 19 June 2017, in Hamburg, Germany). Delegates 
also discussed the critical issue of Civil BRICS Summit 2018, 
particularly the setting up of structures such as the Organising 
Committee and Working Groups for South Africa BRICS 2018. 

Collaboration with the South African  
BRICS Business Council
One of the most important meetings for the SABTT during the 
reporting period was held with the South African BRICS Business 
Council (SABBC) on 3 November 2017 in Cape Town. The SABTT 
was represented by Prof Ari Sitas (the SABTT Chairperson), Dr 
Ndivhuwo Luruli (the Acting Director: BRICS & Research), and 
Dr Elias Phaahla (Programme Coordinator: BRICS). Also present 

at the meeting were DHET representatives: Mahlubi Mabizela 
and Simon Motlhanke. The DIRCO delegation was led by Prof 
Anil Sooklal (South Africa’s BRICS Sherpa). Dr Igbal Survé, the 
SABBC Chairperson, chaired the meeting. Prof Sooklal delivered 
a statement on the purpose of the meeting, which was to 
formalise the working relationship with the BRICS Business 
Council, especially going into BRICS 2018. Dr Survé expressed 
a strong need for collaboration between the SABTT and the 
SABBC. A follow-up meeting with the SABBC and DIRCO was 
held on 2 February 2018.

 Delegates during the BRICS Trade Forum held on 15 and 16 November 2017

Number of 
seminars, workshops 

and conferences hosted/
co-hosted and funded by the 

NIHSS 

This target was exceeded by 

160%  
without adverse effects  

on the budget.
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STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 7: 

Coordinate and manage all BRICS 
Think Tank-related activities on 
behalf of South Africa

Dr Elias Phaahla and Dr Ndivhuwo Luruli at the 1st BRICS Think Tank 
Forum on Pragmatic Cooperation (Shanghai, China)

The People’s Republic of China, commonly referred to simply 
as China, served as the BRICS Chair in 2017, and hosted, as 
part of the BRICS calendar, a number of academic events 
with participation by all BRICS countries, as well as non-BRICS 
countries. One of the events at which the NIHSS-SABTT was 
represented was the 1st BRICS Think Tank Forum on Pragmatic 
Cooperation (24–26 May 2017, Shanghai, China). Dr Ndivhuwo 
Luruli, the Acting Director: BRICS & Research, presented a paper 
on the need to “forge stronger research networks in the Global 
South, and the role of the NIHSS/SABTT”, while Dr Elias Phaahla, 
the Programme Coordinator: BRICS, delivered a presentation 
titled “Economic Globalisation and the Building of the ‘Road to 
Belt’ Initiative: Charting New Paths.”

2017 BRICS ACADEMIC FORUM,  
FUZHOU (CHINA)

The Academic Forum is one of the most important events in 
the BRICS calendar and is hosted by the country serving as 
BRICS Chair for that year. The event brings together academics, 
researchers, policy practitioners, activists and the like from the 
BRICS nations and beyond to discuss important topics relating 
to the BRICS and how to carry the alliance forward into the 
future. In 2017, China – as the BRICS Chair – hosted the 9th 
BRICS Academic Forum. The BRICS Think Tank Council meeting 
was held on the morning of 10 June 2017, prior to the opening 
session of the Academic Forum.

To prepare for participation at the Academic Forum, the 
NIHSS-SABTT hosted a pre-academic forum on 2 June 2017 at 
the Institute’s premises. The pre-academic forum presents a 
platform for those academics who will form part of the South 

African delegation to the Academic Forum to present their 
papers for inputs and comments. The Academic Forum was 
subsequently held in Fuzhou, China on 10–12 June 2017. The 
South African delegation comprised 14 individuals. These 
included Prof Ari Sitas (SABTT Chairperson) and five researchers 
representing South Africa and presenting papers in the various 
sessions of the Academic Forum: Prof Siphamandla Zondi 
(UP), Prof Rasigan Maharaj (TUT), Dr Philani Mthembu (IGD), 
Dr Thulisile Mphambukeli (UFS), and Prof Seeraj Mohamed 
(Wits). Simon Motlhanke joined the delegation as the DHET 
representative, and the SABTT also supported the participation 
of two student observers, Arina Muresan and Isaac Luthuli.

The theme for the 2017 BRICS Chairship under the auspices 
of China was “Pooling Wisdom and Efforts towards Common 
Development and a Brighter Future”. It served as an expression 
of opportunities, challenges and areas for circumspection 
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Some of the South African delegates who attended the 2017 BRICS Academic Forum in Fuzhou, China

South Africa’s Head of delegation Prof Ari Sitas is seen here delivering his 
speech at the 2017 BRICS Academic Forum in Fuzhou, China.

that China sought to bring to the attention of the BRICS in a 
bid to forge a new world order predicated on the principles of 
“openness”, “inclusiveness”, “win-win”, and “cooperation”. 

The following eight thematic questions were tackled during the 
Academic Forum: 

• How do we perceive the current trends of globalisation and 
what measures can be taken to promote new-type global 
governance?

• How can we drive the implementation of the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development through innovation in 
development nodes and regional cooperation nodes?

• What measures can be taken to enhance cooperation in 
political security, climate change and new frontiers?

• How can we push forward closer BRICS financial cooperation 
in an effort to reform and improve the existing international 
financial governance mechanism?

• How can we boost growth of trade and investment and build 
higher-level economic cooperation mechanisms?

• What measures can be taken to intensify cooperation in such 
sectors as infrastructure, energy, and science and technology 
innovation?

• How can we deepen exchanges among think tanks and forge 
consensus on the shared destiny of the BRICS?

• How can we reinforce the institutional building of the BRICS 
and engage in dialogue with other developing countries while 
deepening the BRICS partnership?

Against the backdrop of advancing the principles of “openness”, 
“win-win”, “inclusiveness”, and “cooperation”, the Belt to Road 
Initiative proposed by China served as the central theme that 
provided direction on how to foster the spirit of equity and 
fairness in the realm of the global economy as well as “Pooling 
Wisdom and Efforts towards Common Development and a 
Brighter Future”. 
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Five NIHSS employees, including the CEO, Professor Sarah 
Mosoetsa, were part of the team that went to Fuzhou. This high 
number of NIHSS individuals attending the 2017 Academic Forum 
was for research purposes – to bring back to South Africa some 
“lessons learnt” in preparation for the 2018 BRICS Academic Forum, 
to be hosted by South Africa. The responsibility of organising the 
2018 event falls to the NIHSS as custodian of the SABTT. 

BEIJING SYMPOSIUM – 16 NOVEMBER 2017

In November 2017, Dr Ndivhuwo Luruli (the Acting Director: 
BRICS) visited the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) 
in Beijing, China. She was accompanied by one of the BRICS 
programme coordinators, Dr Elias Phaahla, and the purpose of 
the trip was two-fold:

• Have a meeting with CASS aimed at strengthening relations 
between the NIHSS and CASS in the future (the meeting was 
held on 15 November 2017); and

• Attend the CASS International Think-Tank Symposium themed 
“The 19th CPC National Congress: Implications for China and 
the World” (16 November 2017). At the symposium, Phaahla 
presented a paper titled “The 19th Congress of the CPC and 
Implications for China’s Economic Diplomacy for Africa from 
the context of BRICS.”

2018 BRICS CHAIRSHIP – SOUTH AFRICA

On 1 January 2018, South Africa assumed the role of BRICS 
Chairship. With the Chairship extending to 31 December 2018, 
all major BRICS events for the year – including the 2018 BRICS 
Academic Forum (28–31 May 2018, Sandton Convention Centre) 
– will be hosted in our country. The NIHSS-SABTT has been given 
the mandate to coordinate the BRICS academic calendar, and 
formally launched the calendar of events during Quarter 4 of 
2017/18, on 16 February 2018 with a lecture by Prof Ari Sitas. 
The event, themed “The South African BRICS Presidency 2018: 
An Inclusive Path towards Global Development”, took place at 
the Wits School of Governance, in Parktown, Johannesburg. Dr 
Aquina Thulare, a technical specialist on health economics for 
the National Health Insurance scheme (Department of Health), 
and Sanusha Naidu, a senior research fellow at the IGD and UCT 
guest lecturer, were the key respondents on the day.

Dr Elias Phaahla (left) and Dr Ndivhuwo Luruli (right), with Prof 
Nkolo Foe (middle), Vice-president of CODESRIA, at the symposium 
“The 19th CPC National Congress: Implications for China and the 
World” (Beijing, China)

Prof Ari Sitas (right) at his public lecture at Wits University on  
16 February 2018 ahead of the much anticipated 10th BRICS Academic 
Forum, with Dr Aquina Thulare (centre) and Sanusha Naidu (left)
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International delegates at the “International Think-Tank Symposium – The 19th CPC National Congress: Implications for China and the World”

Dr Ndivhuwo Luruli (fourth from left, standing) and Dr Elias Phaahla (second from right, standing) during their visit to a charity organisation 
supported by CASS (Beijing, China)
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STAFF RECRUITMENT AND TURNOVER

In the 2017/18 financial year, the NIHSS grew from 33 to 42 
staff members, including staff employed on a temporary 
(short contract) basis. By 31 March 2018, seven staff members 
had resigned. In the year under review, new positions were 
introduced in the organisational structure to strengthen our 
operational systems and legal compliance; including IT Manager, 
Legal Consultant and Finance Manager. The overall staff turnover 
was 5.2%.

STAFF TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

The NIHSS HR vision is to ensure that the Institute provides 
learning activities that enhance the knowledge, practical skills 
and workplace experience and behaviour of all staff for optimal 

and sustainable NIHSS performance. The Institute accepts that 
training and development is an effective tool for enhancing 
operational efficiency and effectiveness in our environment. 
Five bursaries were awarded to staff members to allow them 
to further their studies. In the year under review, senior 
management continued with their executive coaching sessions, 
and also participated in an “Employee Relations” workshop to 
equip them with tools and techniques for day-to-day people 
management.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

We continued to strengthen our compliance with regard to 
health and safety in the year under review.  In fact, the NIHSS 
received a letter of good standing from the Department of 
Labour acknowledging full compliance with the Compensation 
for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act, No. 130 of 1993 
(COIDA).

Table 5: 2017/18 Personnel cost per salary band

Level Personnel expenditure As % of total  
personnel cost

No. of employees Average cost  
per employee

Top management 2 217 216 10% 1 2 217 216
Senior management 7 423 161 32% 9 824 796
Professionally qualified 5 448 024 24% 10 544 802

Skilled, technical and 
academically qualified

4 595 092 20% 11 417 736

Semi-skilled 2 251 026 10% 8 281 378
Unskilled 1 054 893 4% 3 351 631

Total 22 989 412 100% 42

OUR PEOPLE MANAGEMENT  C

HR OVERSIGHT STATISTICS

Table 6: 2017/18 Staff training expenditure

Total expenditure Staff training expenditure As % of total expenditure No. of employees Average cost per 
employee 

22 989 412 650 714 2.83% 42 15 493
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Table 7: Employment and vacancies as at 31 March 2018

Level 2017/18 approved posts 2017/18 no. of 
employees

2017/18 vacancies % of vacancies

Top management 1 1 0 0.0%

Senior management 9 7 2 22.22%

Professionally qualified 9 7 2 22.22%

Skilled, technical and 
academically qualified

12 12 0 0.0%

Semi-skilled 8 7 1 12.5%

Unskilled 2 1 1 50.0%

Total 41 35 6

Table 8: Employment changes during 2017/18

Level Employment at 
31/03/2017

Appointments Terminations Employment at 
31/03/2018

Top management 1 0 0 1

Senior management 9 1 4 6

Professionally qualified 10 1 2 9

Skilled, technical and 
academically qualified

11 1 0 12

Semi-skilled 8 1 1 8

Unskilled 3 0 1 2

Total 42 4 8 38

Table 9: Reasons for employee turnover in the 2017/18  
financial year

Reasons Employment at 31/03/2018

Dismissals 2

Resignations 5

Total 7

Table 10: Labour relations: Misconduct and disciplinary action

Nature of disciplinary action Number

Verbal warning 0
Written warning 2
Final written warning 0
Dismissals 2

Total 4

HR OVERSIGHT STATISTICS (CONTINUED)
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Figure 4: Gender profile of NIHSS employees (2014/15–2017/18) 

Figure 5: Race profile of NIHSS employees (2014/15–2017/18) 
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EQUITY TARGET AND EMPLOYMENT EQUITY STATUS

The proportion of women to men among the Institute’s employees remained unchanged from the previous year (2016/17), 
with 62% of employees being female and 38% male (Figure 4). In terms of employee race profile, 41 staff members were 
black and one was white (Figure 5).  
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GOVERNANCE AT THE NIHSS

The NIHSS is governed by the Board appointed by the Minister of 
Higher Education and Training in terms of the Higher Education 
Act (No. 101 of 1997) and Government Gazette No. 37118 Vol. 
582. The Board is therefore a focal point of governance and is 
committed to sound corporate governance practices. 

NIHSS Board as accounting authority
The Board provides the vision, strategic direction and effective 
leadership required for the execution of our mandate and long-
term sustainability. These include setting the strategy, policies 
and standards, and monitoring their execution. During the 
period under review, the Board continued to provide leadership 
and oversight in terms of governance of the Institute, and 
ensured that the following duties, inter alia, were executed:

• Review of the NIHSS Strategy, Annual Performance Plan and 
Budget for 2017/18;

• Monitoring of the implementation of the 2017/18 Annual 
Performance Plan by reviewing the Institute’s quarterly 
reports; and

• Review of policies and governance frameworks.

The composition of the Board is guided by Regulation 4, which 
provides for the Board to consist of the Chairperson and not 
more than 10 ordinary members with voting rights, at least three 
of whom must be appointed from academic and management 
staff in the public higher education institutions. Regulations 

also make provision for the Board to co-opt not more than four 
experts in the relevant fields, and for a period not exceeding 
its term of office. As such, during the period under review, the 
Board had one co-opted member. During the period under 
review, the Board had three vacancies. 

The four-year term of the Board ended on 27 March 2018. 
Subsequent to year end, the Institute proceeded with appointing 
a new Board and seeking the required approval from the Minister 
of Higher Education and Training.

Governance committees 
The Institute has the following governance committees in place 
to advise the CEO in her duties:

• Executive Committee;
• Audit and Risk Committee;
• Finance Committee;
• Human Resource Committee;
• Academic Committee; and
• International Committee.

Executive Committee
This committee comprises the Chairperson of the Board and 
the Chairpersons of the respective Board Committees. Its role is 
to assist the Board in fulfilling oversight responsibilities relating 
to governance and other strategic matters of the Institute, 
including review of quarterly performance and the adequacy 
and/or effectiveness of the Board governance structures.

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE  D

Table 11: Members of the Executive Committee, and meeting attendance

Name Position No. of meetings held No. of meetings attended

Prof Ari Sitas Chairperson 4 4

Prof Rosemary Moeketsi Member 4 3

Prof Pamela Maseko Member 4 -

Stephen Smith Member 4 2

John Pampallis Member 4 4

Nokuthula Selamolela* Independent member 4 -

* The Chairperson of the Audit and Risk Committee is an independent member, not a member of the Board.
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Audit and Risk Committee
The role of this committee is to assist the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities relating to financial reporting and audit processes, 
the system of internal controls, and the Institute’s compliance with applicable legislative and governance frameworks. This includes an 
oversight role on the governance risk and of technology and information. The committee is chaired by an independent member.

Finance Committee 
The Finance Committee assists the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities relating to sound financial management and supply 
chain management processes, including financial investments and infrastructure management (acquisition and maintenance). 

Human Resource Committee
This committee ensures that adequate Human Resource policies and strategies are in place, and monitors the implementation of these 
policies and strategies in accordance with set criteria and measures. 

Table 12: Members of the Audit and Risk Committee, and meeting attendance 

Name Position No. of meetings held No. of meetings attended

Nokuthula Selamolela Chairperson 6 5

Prof Rosemary Moeketsi* Member 6 4

Dr Bernard Nthambeleni Member 6 5

Note 1: Internal and External Auditors, the CEO and the CFO had standing invitations to all meetings.

Note 2: Other urgent matters requiring the attention of the committee were dealt with via the round robin process, as and when required.

* Committee membership ceased on resignation from the board on 13 March 2018.

Table 13: Members of the Finance Committee, and meeting attendance 

Name Position No. of meetings held No. of meetings attended

Stephen Smith Chairperson 5 5

Prof Ari Sitas Member 5 3

Dr Bernard Nthambeleni Member 5 3

Prof Fiona Tregenna Member 5 5

Ivor Baatjes Member 5 4

Note: Other urgent matters requiring the attention of the committee were dealt with via the round robin process, as and when required.

Table 14: Members of the Human Resource Committee, and meeting attendance 

Name Position No. of meetings held No. of meetings attended

Prof Rosemary Moeketsi* Chairperson 3 3

Luli Callinicos Member 3 3

Alex Mashilo Member 3 3

Prof Ari Sitas Member 3 2

* Committee membership ceased on resignation from the Board on 13 March 2018.
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Academic Committee
The primary function of the Academic Committee is to advise the Board on matters related to the intellectual trajectories of the 
Doctoral Schools and Scholarships Programme, Catalytic Research Projects, Humanities Hubs, and the African Pathways Programme. 
This committee also reviews the thematic and policy guidelines for all calls for proposals and Doctoral Schools applications. 

International Committee 
This committee provides oversight with regard to all the international work of the Institute, including international collaborations and 
partnerships, as well as the Institute’s extended mandate related to BRICS. 

Table 15: Members of the Academic Committee, and meeting attendance

Name Position No. of meetings held No. of meetings attended

John Pampallis Chairperson 2 2
Prof Ari Sitas Member 2 2
Prof Ahmed Bawa Member 2 -
Ivor Baatjes Member 2 1
Alex Mashilo Member 2 -
Prof Nhlanhla Mkhize Member 2 -
Prof Sarah Mosoetsa Member (CEO) 2 2

Table 16: Members of the International Committee, and meeting attendance

Name Position No. of meetings held No. of meetings attended

John Pampallis* Chairperson 2 2
Prof Ari Sitas Member 2 2
Prof Fiona Tregenna Member 2 2
Luli Callinicos Member 2 1
Prof Ahmed Bawa Member 2 -
Prof Sarah Mosoetsa Member (CEO) 2 2
*Appointed Chairperson of the Committee in January 2017
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Table 17: Board member meeting attendance during 2017/18

Name Position No. of meetings Held Attended

Prof Ari Sitas Member 5 4
Prof Rosemary Moeketsi** Chairperson 5 3
Prof Pamela Maseko* Member 5 -
Stephen Smith Chairperson 5 5
John Pampallis Member 5 5
Dr Bernard Nthambeleni Member 5 3
Prof Fiona Tregenna Member 5 5
Prof Ahmed Bawa Member 5 2
Alex Mashilo Member 5 4
Luli Callinicos Member 5 3
Ivor Baatjes Member 5 3
Prof Nhlanhla Mkhize Ex-officio (President: SAHUDA) 5 1
Prof Sarah Mosoetsa Ex-officio (CEO) 5 5
* Resigned 3 July 2017 
** Resigned 13 March 2018

Meetings of the Board
During the period under review, the NIHSS Board met five times, with three scheduled Board meetings, one strategic session, and one 
special meeting held. The number of meetings attended by each member is shown in Table 17. 

Remuneration of the Board
During the period under review, eligible Board members were 
remunerated and reimbursed for expenses incurred while 
executing NIHSS-related activities. For the disclosure of Board 
fees and other related expenses, please refer to Note 18 of the 
Annual Financial Statements.

During the period under review, the NIHSS Secretariat ensured 
that all Board structures were functional and effective; and that 
the key governance frameworks such as the Charters/Terms of 
Reference, and Board Remuneration were developed and/or 
reviewed. Risks were also identified and incorporated in the Risk 
Register in the 2016/17 financial year, and the mitigation of such 
risks continued in the 2017/18 financial year.

Risk management and risk assessment
The NIHSS has adopted an Enterprise-wide Risk Management 
(ERM) model of risk management, although this is still in its infancy. 
An ERM workshop was held in the last quarter of the 2016/17 
financial year, to review the NIHSS risk profile, and resulted in 
the establishment of the Risk Register. This formed the basis for 
the development of a risk-based Internal Audit Plan. The Risk 
Management Framework was formulated and approved in the 
2017/18 financial year and the Risk Register monitored quarterly. 
The Board’s risk management oversight is delegated to the Audit 
and Risk Committee.

Internal control 
The NIHSS categorises internal controls into two components:

• Basic internal controls; and
• Training of employees on internal controls in the execution of 

their day-to-day activities.

Basic internal controls are further categorised into the following 
elements:

• Prevention controls;
• Detection controls; and
• Segregation of duties.

Key controls are assessed for adequacy and effectiveness 
by internal auditors. The Board ensured that the required 
governance structures and frameworks were in place, including 
but not limited to the relevant Board committees; the formal 
establishment of the internal audit function; and the approval 
of policies. The internal audit function is aimed at providing 
assistance in the assessment of significant organisational risks 
and the review of the adequacy of internal control systems, 
and provides the Audit and Risk Committee and the Board with 
assurance regarding the adequacy and effectiveness of internal 
financial controls and systems. It is the primary independent 
assurance provider on the adequacy and effectiveness of NIHSS 
governance, risk management and control structures, systems 
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and processes. The function operates in terms of a formal mandate, 
in full conformance with the International Professional Practices 
Framework for Internal Audit (Standards) and with leading risk-
based and integrated methodology.

During the 2016/17 financial year, the internal audit function was 
formally established and outsourced to an independent firm, 
Outsourced Risk and Compliance Assessment (ORCA). ORCA’s 
mandate is supported by unrestricted access to the Chairperson of 
the Audit and Risk Committee and the Board. ORCA has the following 
responsibilities, among others:

• Implement the Annual Internal Audit Plan (part of the the three-
year Coverage Plan approved by the Audit and Risk Committee 
during the 2016/17 financial year) for the third year, including as 
appropriate any special tasks or projects requested by the Audit 
and Risk Committee and executive management; 

• Provide a professional internal audit capability with sufficient 
knowledge, skills and experience to meet the requirements of the 
NIHSS;

• Evaluate and assess significant merging as well as consolidating 
functions and new or changing services, processes, operations 
and control processes coincident with their development, 
implementation, and/or expansion; 

• Keep the Audit and Risk Committee and the authority informed of 
emerging trends and successful practices in internal auditing; and

• Assist in the investigation of significant suspected fraudulent 
activities within the organisation, and notify management and the 
Audit and Risk Committee of the findings. 

The audits performed for the 2017/18 financial year, and the 
evidence obtained indicated that the processes and related system 
of internal controls, in the areas reviewed, require improvements to 
provide reasonable assurance that the NIHSS goals and objectives, 
in the areas reviewed, will be achieved efficiently and effectively. 

The following internal audit activities were conducted during the 
financial year under review: 

• Core Functions Review;
• Supply Chain Management Review;
• Performance Information; 
• Financial Management;
• Human Resources;
• Fixed Assets; and 
• Governance.

The results of the noted audits have been discussed with 
management and appropriate action plans developed to mitigate 
the risks.

External audit
The Auditor-General South Africa (AGSA) is the external auditor 
and has an approved Audit Strategy. AGSA is responsible for 
independently auditing and reporting on the NIHSS Annual 
Financial Statements and performance information in accordance 
with auditing standards and the External Audit Strategy.

Compliance with laws and regulations
The Board has established governance structures and frameworks 
to assist the Institute’s compliance with legislation and regulatory 
requirements, and corporate governance best practices. To the 
extent possible, the Institute complied with applicable laws and 
regulatory frameworks during the period under review; and where 
instances of non-compliance were detected and/or observed, 
corrective measures were implemented.

Fraud and corruption
The NIHSS is committed to ethical behaviour and to the prevention, 
detection and reporting of fraud in terms of a zero-tolerance 
approach. As such, the Institute has implemented the Fraud 
Prevention Plan that was developed and approved by the Board 
on 30 March 2017. The plan applies to any fraud, or suspected 
fraud, involving Board members, employees, consultants, vendors, 
contractors, outside agencies and/or any other parties in a business 
relationship with the NIHSS. The Fraud Prevention Plan highlights the 
roles and responsibilities of the Board and of different categories of 
staff members regarding fraud prevention. It also provides internal 
mechanisms for the detection and reporting of fraudulent activities 
through the relevant governance structures and the regulatory 
bodies. As such, fraudulent activities (if any) get reported through 
the internal mechanisms. Details of the reported fraud case in 
the previous financial year are contained in Note 24 of the Annual 
Financial Statements.

Minimising conflict of interest
The following processes have been implemented in an effort to 
reduce conflict of interest that may arise within the Supply Chain 
Management (SCM) portfolio:

• All employees joining the NIHSS are inducted on the Code of 
Conduct and the values of integrity, excellence, collaboration, 
teamwork, creativity and respect;

• All suppliers conducting business with the NIHSS must sign an 
SBD04 Form, whereby they declare any conflict of interest they 
may have in the procurement; and

• All SCM Officials, Bid Specification, Bid Evaluation and Bid 
Adjudication members are required to sign a declaration of 
interest form for all tenders undertaken by the Institute.

During the period under review, there were no instances of conflict 
of Interest declared. Should any cases be declared in future, the 
individual will not participate in the procurement process concerned.
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The NIHSS has, over the past 
few years, established strong 

relationships with stakeholders 
who are key in assisting the Institute 

to achieve its mandate. For the most 
part, the NIHSS plays a supportive role, 

while stakeholders such as researchers and 
students are at the forefront of “delivering” 

on the mandate and goals that we have been 
established to deliver on. Everything we do as 

the Institute is therefore based on the spirit of 
cooperation and collaboration with our stakeholders.

Nhlanhla Radebe 
– Double bass 

performance at the 
HSS Awards 2018E

KEY 
STAKEHOLDER 
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STAKEHOLDER VALUE ANALYSIS

The main stakeholders/beneficiaries of the NIHSS include 
doctoral students, and researchers in the HSS fields participating 
in the Catalytic Research Projects, Working Groups, Humanities 
Hubs, and international collaborative research projects. 

Table 18: NIHSS deliverables per stakeholder group

Stakeholder NIHSS deliverable(s)

South African doctoral 
students

•  Increased funding for HSS doctoral students

African Pathways Programme 
students

•  Increase in the number of non-South African doctoral students funded by the NIHSS in the HSS

Mentors •  Communities of scholarship established through mentorship and offering a communally based approach to doctoral 
support through targeted interventions, which enhance the creativity and technical capacities of doctoral graduates

CODESRIA • Collaborate in African Pathways Programme application for funding process (by screening applications and through 
panel review)

• Policy frameworks developed for joint degrees within the Southern African Development Community (SADC) and 
the broader continent

• An open and dynamic process created, through which African scholars cooperate, collaborate and assist one another 
(to reflect on the past, present and future of this continent)

Department of Higher 
Education and Training 
(DHET)

• Comprehensive reporting at agreed levels
• Performance monitoring in terms of the NIHSS mandate
• Provision of policy advice in matters related to the HSS
• Advise the Minister of Higher Education and Training and government on HSS-related matters
• Increased and guided academic discourse about the crucial social issues that face us as South African citizens (in order 

to help influence the character of the South African community and to create a more humane, responsible and just 
society)

Doctoral Schools •  Number of Doctoral Schools established and operational, providing a platform for academic support to NIHSS-
funded doctoral students

NIHSS employees •  Favourable working conditions
•  Support for students enrolled for study
•  Support for research project leaders participating in various NIHSS programmes

Funders •  Potential partnerships on ad hoc projects in line with agreed-upon service-level agreement
Higher education institutions 
(HEIs)

• Funding of research through Catalytic Research Projects 
• Administering of NIHSS scholarships and research funding through HEIs’ internal financial processes
• Resources provided for better support for postgraduate students
• Provision of increased funding encouraged for PhD and Masters students

National Skills Fund (NSF) •  Funding of HSS PhD students
•  Funding of NIHSS research

SAHUDA Partnering NGOs •  Collaboration in Doctoral Schools and Scholarships Programme application screening through panel review
•  Potential partnership on ad hoc projects in line with agreed-upon service-level agreement

South African citizens • Being socially responsive 
• Helping to address the socio-economic challenges facing South Africa and her citizens
• Advising civil society on HSS-related matters; and increasing and guiding public discourse about the crucial social issues 

that face us as citizens, in order to help build a better South Africa for all citizens
BRICS partner countries •  SABTT engagement with other official Think Tanks from the BRICS countries through the BTTC
Department of International 
Relations and Cooperation 
(DIRCO)

•  A close working relationship maintained by SABTT with government to align SABTT with government policy

BRICS Think Tank Council 
(BTTC)

• Coordination and management by the SABTT of all BTTC-related activities (the BTTC is a network of five official 
Think Tanks from the BRICS countries)

Individuals who serve as mentors for the National Mentorship 
Programme are also key stakeholders, as are the Professional 
Associations receiving support from the Institute. A list of our 
main stakeholders is provided in Table 18, together with the 
expected deliverables per stakeholder.

KEY STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS  E
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 For the first time in the history of the Institute, in 
the year under review the NIHSS reported 65 PhD 
graduations, inclusive of South African and non-South 
African students. This is evidence yet again that the 
mission of the NIHSS – namely ‘to redress existing deficits 
and to coordinate programmes, projects, collaborations and 
activities in the HSS disciplines within and through existing 
and future public universities’ – is slowly being realised. 
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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REPORT

I am extremely proud and honoured to present the financial 
report of the NIHSS. Worth noting is that the Institute celebrated 
the fourth anniversary of its existence on 5 December 2017. The 
journey of growth, from infancy to toddler, has been remarkable; 
but what is even more fulfilling is witnessing the impact of the 
work of the Institute on the lives of South Africans and those on 
the wider African continent.

Great strides continue to be made through the NIHSS (SAHUDA 
collaboration) scholarships to grow the HSS within the South 
African borders, while our CODESRIA partnership supports the 
scholarships within the African continent, through the African 
Pathways Programme. For the first time in the history of the 
Institute, in the year under review the NIHSS reported 65 PhD 
graduations, inclusive of South African and non-South African 
students. This is evidence yet again that the mission of the 
NIHSS – namely “to redress existing deficits and to coordinate 
programmes, projects, collaborations and activities in the 
HSS disciplines within and through existing and future public 
universities” – is slowly being realised.

The Institute also continues to play a significant role as the 
custodian of the South African BRICS Think Tank (SABTT).

Having mentioned the graduation milestone above, I would 
add that it does, however, come with challenges. One challenge 
experienced was a significant reduction in the funding for 
projects and programmes, which was as a result of our funder, 
the National Skills Fund (NSF), experiencing unfavourable 
financial conditions. There were no budget reductions on the 
operating budget.

The projects budget was reduced as follows:
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Approved budget  
25 July 2017

Revised budget  
3 Oct 2017

Total budget cut

Scholarships 84 084 000 83 348 000 (736 000)
African Pathways 14 652 000 14 685 000 33 000
Catalytic Research Projects,
Humanities Hubs, Working
Groups and African 
Pathways programmes 46 671 600 13 000 000 (33 671 600)
BRICS 16 850 000 16 850 000 - 

Sub-total 162 257 600 127 883 000 (34 374 600)

Project management fee 10 905 570 9 591 225 (1 314 345)

 Total 173 163 170 137 474 225 (35 688 945)

Please refer to page 82 of the Annual Financial Statements for the Statement of Comparison of Budget and Actual Amounts.

NIHSS CFO  
Tumelo Mokoena CA(SA)
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Cognisant of the tough economic climate, with financial 
resources currently under pressure in the country, the Institute 
is committed to working within the means and resources 
available. For the 2017/18 financial year, a few performance 
targets related to projects and programmes were reprioritised. 
Furthermore, some contracts were renegotiated and scaled 
down to be in line with the budget available. A sincere thank- 
you to all project leaders for their understanding and continued 
support throughout this period.

Funding for the 2017/18 financial year was received as follows:

• A total of R26 323 000 was received from the DHET to fund 
our operational requirements as the NIHSS. This amount was 
received quarterly (i.e. in four tranches) and was recognised 
as revenue in full. A further R11 019 775 was received from 
the NSF to fund administration costs of projects and was also 
recognised in full.

• A total of R126 454 450 was received from the NSF to fund 
projects and programmes. Of this amount, R105 594 338 
was recognised as revenue with contractual obligations 
having been met during the financial year. The difference of  
R20 860 112 was deferred and will be recognised as and when 
contractual obligations are met.

• Interest income of R219 703 was received from investments 
and bank accounts.

• Other income of R346 976 was received – the majority from 
the lessor of the building, to fund office refurbishments.

The funds received throughout the year were disbursed as 
follows:

NIHSS scholarship programme 
A total of R48 358 500 was disbursed to NIHSS-funded PhD 
fellows within the South African public universities. This was for 
both returning (renewed) and new students enrolling for the 
first time. This represents a decrease in disbursement of 12.69% 
from the previous financial year.

A total of R10 956 000 was disbursed to non-South African 
doctoral students funded through CODESRIA. This was also for 
both returning (renewed) and new students enrolling for the 
first time. This represents an increase in disbursement of 2.35% 
from the previous financial year. 

Other significant projects supported during the period under 
review are:

• Catalytic Research Projects – a total of R4 847 036 was funded, 
resulting in a decrease of 51.39% from the previous year.

• Humanities Hubs – a total of R8 590 228 was committed for 
support, totalling an increase of 8.30% from the previous year.

• BRICS Think Tank – a total of R6 441 295 was funded, reflecting 
an increase of 6.32% from the previous year.

• Working Groups – a total of R9 131 841 was funded, reflecting 
an increase of 67.45% from the previous year.
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The total revenue recognised for the 2017/18 financial year was therefore R143 503 792, which represents a decline of 3.33% 
from the previous year. This decline was as a result of the budget cuts mentioned above. 
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• Professional Associations – a total of R1 737 000 was 
disbursed, showing an 86.74% increase.

• National Mentorship Programme – a total of R3 939 321 was 
spent, meaning a decrease of 34.96%.

• Annual National Doctoral Conference – a total of R3 615 037 
was committed for this initiative, with its aim being to create 
and foster student-centred approaches to doctoral research 
development, while also providing students with a platform 
and opportunity to present and showcase their research with 
fellow doctoral candidates.

Overall, total project expenditure decreased by 11.55%. This is 
mainly due to the budget cuts mentioned earlier. This, however, 
did not impact negatively on the ability of the NIHSS to meet its 
revised performance targets.

Audit outcomes
Given that the Institute is in its fourth year of existence, 
outstanding results have been achieved in terms of audit 
outcomes. The NIHSS obtained a clean audit outcome from the 
Auditor-General of South Africa for the second time (first for 
the 2016/17 financial year and second for the 2017/18 financial 
year). This highlights the effectiveness of all endeavours and 
commitments towards effective financial management and 
administration.

Operational challenges experienced
• The Grants Management and Disbursement function, 

which was historically outsourced to a service provider, was 
performed internally with effect from 1 April 2017 for the 
entire financial year. Operational challenges related to setting 
up of financial systems, standard operating procedures and 
policies were experienced at implementation. The various 
internal committees continue to work on the challenges at 
hand.

• The significant budget cuts experienced raised a question as 
to whether the NIHSS would be able to meet all its contractual 
obligations related to projects and programmes. An 
assessment done by management indicated that the Institute 
would be able to honour all contractual obligations. The 
assessment also indicated that there would be no adverse 
effects on operations going forward.

• The term of the Board ended on 27 March 2018. This created 
challenges regarding the approval of the Annual Financial 
Statements for the financial year ended 31 March 2018. Best 
practice was therefore followed where the Annual Financial 
Statements were reviewed by the internal auditors and 
ultimately approved by the CEO.

Looking forward, we take cognisance of the tight fiscal regime 
within National Treasury and the NSF, and commit to allocating 
financial resources wisely and prudently.

I would like to thank the DHET and the NSF for their support 
during the financial year, especially through the challenging 
times. 

A special thank-you is due to the NIHSS Board, for their continued 
leadership and guidance and holding us accountable in all that 
we do. I would also like to thank the Audit and Risk Committee, for 
their continued drive to ensure sound policies and procedures, 
as well as ensuring that internal controls are implemented at all 
times. Thanks are due to the Finance Committee, for sterling 
work in driving all cost-containment measures within the 
Institute and ensuring that financial resources are allocated and 
spent wisely.

I would like to thank our CEO, Prof Sarah Mosoetsa, for her 
visionary leadership. She has brought new meaning to the word 
“excellence”.

Last but certainly not least, gratitude goes to our students, 
project leaders, mentors and various other stakeholders, 
without whom we would not exist.

Tumelo Mokoena CA(SA)
Chief Financial Officer
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL

Report of the auditor-general to the Minister 
of the Department of Higher Education 
and Training on National Institute for the 
Humanities and Social Sciences

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Opinion
1. I have audited the financial statements of the National 

Institute for the Humanities and Social Sciences set out on 
pages 78 to 117, which comprise the statement of financial 
position as at 31 March 2018, and the statement of financial 
performance, statement of changes in net assets and 
statement of cash flows and the statement of comparison 
of budget information with actual information for the year 
then ended, as well as the notes to the financial statements, 
including a summary of significant accounting policies. 

2. In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of the National 
Institute for the Humanities and Social Science as at 31 
March 2018, and its financial performance and cash flows for 
the year then ended in accordance with the South African 
Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (SA 
Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of the Higher 
Education Act of South Africa, 1997 (Act No. 101 of 1997).      

Basis for opinion
3. I conducted my audit in accordance with the International 

Standards on Auditing (ISAs). My responsibilities under those 
standards are further described in the auditor-general’s 
responsibilities for the audit of financial statements section 
of my report. 

4. I am independent of the Institute in accordance with the 
International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code 
of ethics for professional accountants (IESBA code) and the 
ethical requirements that are relevant to my audit in South 
Africa. I have fulfilled my other ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with these requirements and the IESBA code.

5. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion.

Responsibilities of the accounting officer 
6. The accounting officer is responsible for the preparation and 

fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance 
with SA Standards of GRAP and the requirements of the 
Higher Education Act of South Africa, 1997 (Act No. 101 of 
1997) and for such internal control as the board determines is 
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements 
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to 
fraud or error.

7. In preparing the financial statements, the accounting officer 
is responsible for assessing the National Institute for the 
Humanities and Social Sciences’ ability to continue as a going 
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going 
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting 
unless the board either intends to liquidate the Institute or to 
cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. 

Auditor-general’s responsibilities for the audit of the 
financial statements
8. My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about 

whether the financial statements as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, 
and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is 
not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with 
the ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it 
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are 
considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they could 
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions 
of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

9. A further description of my responsibilities for the audit of 
the financial statements is included in the annexure to this 
auditor’s report.

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE ANNUAL PERFORMANCE 
REPORT

Introduction and scope
10. In accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 

(Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA) and the general notice issued 
in terms thereof, I have a responsibility to report material 
findings on the reported performance information against 
predetermined objectives for selected objectives presented 
in the annual performance report. I performed procedures 
to identify findings but not to gather evidence to express 
assurance.
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13. I performed procedures to assess the reliability of the 
reported performance information to determine whether it 
was valid, accurate and complete.

14. I did not identify any material findings on the reliability of 
the reported performance information for the following 
objectives:

• Objective 1: Advance postgraduate scholarship through a 
range of innovations

• Objective 2: Dynamise the fields of research and teaching in 
the humanities and social sciences in South Africa through a 
range of Catalytic Projects and Humanities Hubs

• Objective 3: Promote the integrity, reputation and 
recognition of the humanities and social sciences within the 
higher education

• Objective 4: Build and strengthen networks and partnerships 
with organisations working in areas related to the humanities 
and social sciences

• Objective 5: Foster international research collaborations 
between South Africa, Africa, countries of the Global South, 
including Brazil, India and China

• Objective 6: Act as a dynamic broker between the worlds of 
knowledge and policy action on behalf of South Africa as the 
South African BRICS Think Tank

• Objective 7: Coordinate and manage all BRICS Think Tank 
related activities on behalf of South Africa

OTHER MATTERS

15. I draw attention to the matters below. 

Achievement of planned targets
16. Refer to the annual performance report on pages 18 to 21 

for information on the achievement of planned targets for 
the year and explanations provided for the under and over 
achievement of a number of targets. 

11. My procedures address the reported performance 
information, which must be based on the approved 
performance planning documents of the Institute. I have 
not evaluated the completeness and appropriateness of the 
performance indicators included in the planning documents. 
My procedures also did not extend to any disclosures or 
assertions relating to planned performance strategies 
and information in respect of future periods that may be 
included as part of the reported performance information. 
Accordingly, my findings do not extend to these matters. 

12. I evaluated the reliability of the reported performance 
information in accordance with the criteria developed from 
the performance management and reporting framework, 
as defined in the general notice, for the following selected 
programmes objectives presented in the annual performance 
report of the Institute for the year ended 31 March 2018:
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Programmes Pages in the 
annual report

Objective 1 - Advance postgraduate 
scholarship through a range of 
innovations 

18-19

Objective 2 - Dynamise the fields 
of research and teaching in the 
humanities and social sciences in South 
Africa through a range of Catalytic 
Projects and Humanities Hubs 

19

Objective 3 - Promote the integrity, 
reputation and recognition of the 
humanities and social sciences within 
the higher education 

19-20

Objective 4 - Build and strengthen 
networks and partnerships with 
organisations working in areas related 
to the humanities and social sciences 

20

Objective 5 - Foster international 
research collaborations between South 
Africa, Africa, countries of the Global 
South, including Brazil, India and China 

20

Objective 6 - Act as a dynamic broker 
between the worlds of knowledge and 
policy action on behalf of South Africa 
as the South African BRICS Think Tank

20-21

Objective 7 - Coordinate and manage 
all BRICS Think Tank related activities 
on behalf of South Africa 

21
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Adjustment of material misstatements
17. I identified material misstatements in the annual 

performance report submitted for auditing. These material 
misstatements were on the reported performance 
information for Objective 1 - Advance postgraduate 
scholarship through a range of innovations, Objective 
2 - Dynamise the fields of research and teaching in the 
humanities and social sciences in South Africa, Objective 
3 - Promote the integrity, reputation and recognition of 
the HSS within the higher education community and the 
science and technology community and Objective 6 – Act 
as a dynamic broker between the knowledge and policy 
action on behalf of South African BRICS. As management 
subsequently corrected the misstatements, I did not raise 
any material findings on the reliability of the reported 
performance information.

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION

Introduction and scope
18. In accordance with the PAA and the general notice issued 

in terms thereof, I have a responsibility to report material 
findings on the compliance of the institute with specific 
matters in key legislation. I performed procedures to identify 
findings but not to gather evidence to express assurance. 

19. We did not identify any instances of material non-compliance 
with selected specific requirements of applicable legislation, 
as set out in the Higher Education Act of South Africa, 1997 
(Act No. 101 of 1997) 

OTHER INFORMATION

20. The National Institute for Humanities and Social Sciences’ 
accounting officer is responsible for the other information. 
The other information comprises the information included 
in the annual report. The other information does not include 
the financial statements, the auditor’s report thereon 
and those selected objectives presented in the annual 
performance report that have been specifically reported on 
in the auditor’s report.

21. My opinion on the financial statements and findings on 
the reported performance information and compliance 
with legislation do not cover the other information and I 
do not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance 
conclusion thereon.

22. In connection with my audit, my responsibility is to read 
the other information and, in doing so, consider whether 
the other information is materially inconsistent with the 
financial statements and the selected objectives presented 
in the annual performance report, or my knowledge 
obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially 
misstated. If, based on the work I have performed on the 
other information obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s 
report, I conclude that there is a material misstatement of 
this other information, I am required to report that fact.

INTERNAL CONTROL DEFICIENCIES

23. I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the 
financial statements, reported performance information 
and compliance with applicable legislation; however, my 
objective was not to express any form of assurance on 
it.  I did not identify any significant deficiencies in internal 
control.

Pretoria
30 June 2018
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The reports and statements set out below comprise the financial statements:

Statement of Financial Position     

Statement of Financial Performance     

Cash Flow Statement      

Statement of Changes in Net Assets     

Statement of Comparison of Budget and Actual Amounts   

Accounting Policies       

Notes to the Financial Statements     

INDEX
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  F

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
AN ENTITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2018

The financial statements set out on pages 78 to 117, which have been prepared on the going concern basis,  
were signed on behalf of the NIHSS by:

Prof Sarah Mosoetsa
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 MARCH 2018

Figures in Rands Notes 2018 2017

Assets

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 4  5 578 938  6 648 691 

Intangible assets 5  1 533 548  1 165 567 

 7 112 486  7 814 258 

Current assets

Inventories  56 972  38 458 

Prepayments 6  775 009  230 076 

Receivables from exchange transactions 7  234 091  359 394 

Receivables from non-exchange transactions 7  -  15 983 885 

Cash and cash equivalents 8  106 678 965  100 953 806 

 107 745 037  117 565 619 

Total assets  114 857 523  125 379 877 

Liabilities

Non-current liabilities

Finance lease liability 10 - 68 937 

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables from exchange transactions 9  2 855 665  5 592 817 

Trade and other payables from non-exchange transactions 9  102 403 059  107 018 388 

Provisions 9.1  1 162 568  963 432 

Operating lease liability  330 665  338 761 

Short-term portion of finance lease liability 10  69 061  113 252 

Cash and cash equivalents. 8.1  9 063  69 489 

Total liabilities  106 830 081  114 165 076 

Net assets  8 027 442  11 214 801 

Reserves  8 027 442  11 214 801 

Net assets  8 027 442  11 214 801 
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Figures in Rands Notes 2018 2017

Revenue

Revenue from exchange transactions

Investment revenue  219 703  3 977 391 

Other income  346 976  7 474 

Total revenue from exchange transactions  566 679  3 984 865 

Revenue from non-exchange transactions

Transfer revenue

Government funding  142 937 113  144 462 429 

Total revenue from non-exchange transactions  142 937 113  144 462 429 

Total revenue 11  143 503 792  148 447 294 

Expenditure

Employee-related costs 12  22 989 412  19 991 130 

Depreciation and amortisation 4.5  3 076 152  1 894 772 

Rent and utilities (lease rental)  2 785 080  2 730 341 

Project expenses 13  105 594 341  119 381 430 

General expenses 14  10 185 568  9 988 215 

Project administration fee 14.1  2 121 383  - 

Total expenditure  146 751 936  153 985 888 

Gain (loss) on disposal of assets and liabilities  - 

Deficit for the year  (3 248 144)  (5 538 594) 
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Figures in Rands Note 2018 2017

Cash flows from operating activities

Receipts  

Government funding  172 585 690  172 980 572 

Interest income 15  219 703  3 923 696 

 172 805 393  176 904 268 

Payments   

Project expenses  (107 715 721)  (95 505 139) 

Compensation of employees and Board members  (23 269 230)  (19 068 276) 

Payments to suppliers  (33 782 051)  (8 617 543) 

 (164 767 002)  (123 190 958) 

Net cash flows from operating activities 16  8 038 391  53 713 310 

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment  4  (1 088 279)  (3 115 127) 

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment 4  -  - 

Purchase of other intangible assets 5  (1 292 887)  (1 214 447) 

Net cash flows from investing activities  (2 381 166)  (4 329 574) 

Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from finance lease 10  128 360  182 189 

Net cash flows from financing activities  128 360  182 189 

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  5 785 585  49 565 925 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year  100 884 317  51 318 392 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 8  106 669 902  100 884 317 

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Figures in Rands Reserves

Balance at 01 April 2015  16 429 393 

Net surplus for the year ended 31 March 2016  7 080 011 

Balance at 31 March 2016  23 509 404 

Balance at 01 April 2016  23 509 404 

Net surplus for the year ended 31 March 2017  (5 538 594) 

Adjustment to retained earnings 31 March 2017  (6 756 009) 

Balance at 31 March 2017  11 214 801 

Balance at 01 April 2017  11 214 801 

Net surplus for the year ended 31 March 2018  (3 248 144)

Adjustment to retained earnings 31 March 2018  60 785 

Balance at 31 March 2018  8 027 442 
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STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND ACTUAL AMOUNTS

Figures in Rands Approved budget Actual Variance Notes

Statement of Financial Performance

Revenue

Revenue from exchange transactions

Investment revenue  5 480 000  219 703  (5 260 297) 21

Other income  -  346 976  346 976 

Total revenue from exchange transactions  5 480 000  566 679  (4 913 321) 

Revenue from non-exchange transactions

Transfer revenue

Government funding - operations  37 342 775  37 342 775  - 21

Government funding - projects  126 454 450  105 594 338  (20 860 112) 21

Total revenue from non-exchange transactions  163 797 225  142 937 113  (20 860 112) 

Total revenue  169 277 225  143 503 792  (25 773 433) 

Expenditure

Employee-related costs  23 476 756  22 989 412  487 344 21

Depreciation and amortisation  2 520 000  3 076 152  (556 152) 21

Rent and utilities (lease rental on operating lease)  2 900 000  2 785 080  114 920 21

Project expenses  128 134 450  105 594 341  22 540 109 21

General expenses  9 807 577  10 185 568  (377 991) 21

Project administration fee  2 438 442  2 121 383  317 059 21

Total expenditure  169 277 225  146 751 936  22 525 289 

Operating deficit  -  (3 248 144)  (3 248 144) 

Gain on disposal of assets and liabilities  -  -  - 21

Deficit for the year  -  (3 248 144)  (3 248 144) 
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The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have 
been assessed as follows:

Item Average useful life Depreciation rates

Office furniture and 
fittings 

9–11 years 9%–11%

Office equipment 4–6 years 16%–25%

Computer 
equipment 

2–4 years 25%–50%

Leasehold 
improvements

over the lease term 
(3 years) 33%

An assessment is done at each reporting period of whether 
there is any indication that the entity’s expectations about the 
residual values and the useful lives of assets have changed since 
the preceding reporting period. If any such indication exists, 
the expected useful lives and/or residual values are revised 
accordingly.

The NIHSS derecognises its item of property, plant and 
equipment and/or significant part of an asset upon disposal or 
when no future economic benefits or service potential can be 
derived from the asset.

The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of 
property, plant and equipment is included in the surplus or 
deficit when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss arising 
from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and 
equipment is determined as the difference between the net 
disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item.

Where the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and 
equipment is greater than its estimated recoverable service 
amount, it is written down immediately to its recoverable 
amount (i.e. impairment losses are recognised).

Expenditure incurred on assets to repair and maintain them are 
disclosed separately in the Notes to the Financial Statements.

Impairment of assets
Impairment is the loss in the future economic benefits or service 
potential of an asset over and above the systematic recognition 
of the loss through depreciation or amortisation.

Assets are annually assessed, by considering internal and 
external factors where there is an indication of impairment. If 
any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset 

1. PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance 
with, and comply with, effective Standards of Generally 
Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) including any 
interpretations, guidelines and directives issued by the 
Accounting Standards Board. The implementation of new GRAP 
standards has not resulted in any change in accounting policy.

These financial statements have been prepared on an accrual 
basis of accounting and are in accordance with historical cost 
convention as the basis of measurement, unless specified 
otherwise.

A summary of the significant accounting policies, which have 
been consistently applied in the preparation of these financial 
statements, is presented below.

1.1 PRESENTATION CURRENCY
These financial statements are presented in South African Rand, 
which is the functional currency of the NIHSS.

1.2 GOING CONCERN ASSUMPTION
These financial statements have been prepared based on the 
expectation that the NIHSS will continue to operate as a going 
concern for at least the next 12 months.

1.3 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment are initially measured at cost. 
Cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the 
acquisition of the asset. Purchased software that is integral to 
the functionality of the related equipment is capitalised as part 
of that equipment.

The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is 
recognised as an asset when:
• It is probable that future economic benefits or service 

potential associated with the item will flow to the NIHSS; and
• The cost of the item can be measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment are subsequently measured at 
cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment losses.

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight-
line basis over their expected useful lives to their estimated 
residual value.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Initial recognition
The NIHSS recognises a financial asset or a financial liability in its 
statement of financial position when the entity becomes a party 
to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

Initial measurement
Financial assets and financial liabilities are measured at fair 
value plus, in the case of a financial asset or financial liability not 
subsequently measured at fair value, transaction costs that are 
directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial 
instrument.

1.5.1 Financial assets
All financial assets of the NIHSS are categorised as cash and cash 
equivalents, and receivables. The classification depends on the 
nature and purpose of the financial assets and is determined at 
the time of initial recognition.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are stated at amortised cost, which, 
due to their short-term nature, closely approximates their fair 
value.

Financial assets at amortised cost
Trade receivables, loans, and other receivables that have fixed 
or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active 
market are classified as ‘financial assets at amortised cost’. 
These financial assets are measured at amortised cost using the 
effective interest method less any impairment. Interest income 
is recognised by applying the effective interest rate.

Effective interest method
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the 
amortised cost of a financial asset and of allocating interest 
income over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is 
the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts 
through the expected life of the financial asset; or, where 
appropriate, a shorter period.

Impairment of financial assets
Financial assets are assessed for indicators of impairment at 
each year end.

Financial assets are impaired where there is objective evidence 
that, as a result of one or more events that occurred after the 
initial recognition of the financial asset, the estimated future 
cash flows of the investment have been impacted. For financial 
assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of the impairment 
is the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the 

is estimated at the higher of fair value less cost to sell and its 
value in use.

Where the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable 
service amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written 
down to its recoverable service amount.

1.4 INTANGIBLE ASSETS
An intangible asset is initially measured at cost.

An intangible asset is recognised when:
• It is probable that the expected future economic benefits or 

service potential that are attributable to the asset will flow to 
the NIHSS; and

• The cost or fair value of the asset can be measured reliably.

Intangible assets are subsequently measured at cost less any 
accumulated amortisation and any impairment losses.

The useful lives of intangible assets have been assessed as 
follows:

Item Useful life Depreciation rate

Computer software 2–4 years 50%–100%

An assessment is done at each reporting period of whether 
there is any indication that the entity’s expectations about the 
residual values and the useful lives of intangible assets have 
changed since the preceding reporting period. If any such 
indication exists, the expected useful lives and/or residual 
values are revised accordingly.

The gain or loss is the difference between the net disposal 
proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount. It is recognised in the 
surplus or deficit when the asset is derecognised.

Where the carrying amount of an intangible asset is greater than 
its estimated recoverable service amount, it is written down 
immediately to its recoverable amount (i.e. impairment losses 
are recognised).

1.5 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial 
asset of one entity and a financial liability or a residual interest 
of another entity.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Derecognition
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation specified 
in the contract is discharged or cancelled, or expires. On 
derecognition, the difference between the carrying amount of 
the financial liability and the amount paid is included in the net 
surplus or deficit for the period.

Offsetting financial instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset if there is any 
intention to either settle on a net basis, or realise the asset and 
settle the liability simultaneously and a legally enforceable right 
to offset exists.

1.6 TAX
No provision has been made for taxation, as the NIHSS is exempt 
from income tax in terms of Section 10 of the Income Tax Act, 
1962 (No. 58 of 1962).

1.7 LEASES
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially 
all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. A lease is 
classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially 
all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.

Finance lease refers to a contract that transfers the risks, 
rewards, rights and obligations incidental to ownership to the 
lessee and is recorded as a purchase of propery, plant and 
equipment by means of long-term borrowing. All other leases 
are classified as operating leases.

Payments made under operating leases (leases other than 
finance leases) are charged to the statement of financial 
performance on a straight-line basis over the period of the lease. 
When an operating lease is terminated before the lease period 
has expired, any payment required to be made to the lessor 
by way of penalty is recognised as an expense in the period in 
which termination takes place.

1.7.1 Finance leases - lessee
Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the 
statement of financial position at amounts equal to the fair 
value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value of 
the minimum lease payments. The corresponding liability to 
the lessor is included in the statement of financial position as a 
finance lease obligation.

Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance 
charge and reduction of the outstanding liability. The finance 
charge is allocated to each period during the lease term so as 

present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the 
original effective interest rate.

The carrying amount of the financial asset is reduced by 
the impairment loss directly for all financial assets with the 
exception of trade receivables, where the carrying amount is 
reduced through the use of an allowance account. When a trade 
receivable is uncollectible, it is written off against the allowance 
account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written 
off are credited against the allowance account. Changes in the 
carrying amount of the allowance account are recognised in the 
surplus or deficit.

Derecognition
A financial asset shall be derecognised when the NIHSS realises 
the contractual rights to benefits specified in the contract, the 
rights expire and the NIHSS surrenders those rights, or the 
NIHSS loses control of the contractual rights that comprise a 
financial asset.

On derecognition, the difference between the carrying amount 
of the financial asset and the sum of the proceeds received shall 
be recognised in the net surplus or deficit for the period.

1.5.2 Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities include trade and other payables from 
exchange transactions.

All financial liabilities of the NIHSS are classified as financial 
liabilities at amortised cost. The classification depends on the 
nature and purpose of the financial liabilities and is determined 
at the time of initial recognition.

Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value, net 
of transaction costs.

Other financial liabilities are subsequently measured at 
amortised cost using the effective interest method, with interest 
expense recognised on an effective yield basis.

The effective interest method is a method of calculating the 
amortised cost of a financial liability and of allocating interest 
expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is 
the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments 
through the expected life of the financial liability, or, where 
appropriate, a shorter period.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Contingent liabilities are possible obligations whose existence 
will be confirmed by the occurrence or non-occurrence of an 
uncertain future event not wholly within the control of the NIHSS. 
Contingent liabilities are not recognised but are disclosed in the 
notes to these financial statements, unless the possibility of an 
outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service 
potential is remote.

1.11 REVENUE
Revenue is recognised when it is probable that future economic 
benefits will flow to the NIHSS and these benefits can be 
measured reliably.

1.11.1 Revenue from exchange transactions
Revenue from exchange transactions is recognised when it is 
probable that future economic benefits or service potential will 
flow to the NIHSS and these benefits can be measured reliably. 
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration 
received or receivable.

Interest income is accrued on a time proportionate basis, taking 
into account the principal outstanding and effective interest rate 
over the period to maturity.

1.11.2 Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Non-exchange revenue transactions result in resources being 
received by the NIHSS, usually in accordance with a binding 
arrangement.

When the NIHSS receives resources as a result of a non-
exchange transaction, it recognises an asset and revenue in 
the period that the arrangement becomes binding and when 
it is probable that the NIHSS will receive economic benefits 
or service potential and it can make a reliable measure of the 
resources transferred.

Where the resources transferred to the NIHSS are subject to 
the fulfilment of specific conditions, it recognises an asset and a 
corresponding liability. As and when the conditions are fulfilled, 
the liability is reduced and revenue is recognised.

The asset and the corresponding revenue are measured on the 
basis of the fair value of the asset on initial recognition.

to produce a constant periodic rate on the remaining balance 
of the liability.

1.7.2 Operating leases - lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a 
straight-line basis over the lease term. The difference between 
the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual 
payments is recognised as an operating lease asset or liability.

1.8 INVENTORIES
Inventories consist of consumables on hand at the reporting date 
and are measured at cost. An individual inventory item whose 
cost does not exceed R1 000 is recognised, on acquisition, in 
surplus or deficit.

Inventories are subsequently measured at the lower of cost and 
net replacement value.

1.9 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
The cost of employee benefits is recognised during the period 
in which the employee renders the related service. Employee 
entitlements are recognised when they accrue to employees. A 
provision is made for the estimated liability as a result of services 
rendered by employees up to the reporting date.

Termination benefits are recognised and expensed only when 
the payment is made.

Liabilities for annual leave are recognised as they accrue to 
employees. The NIHSS recognises the leave obligation during 
the vesting period based on the best available estimate of the 
accumulated leave expected to vest. The liability is based on the 
total amount of leave days due to employees at year end and 
also on the total remuneration package of the employee. The 
leave liability is recognised as an accrual.

No provision has been made for retirement benefits as the NIHSS 
does not provide for retirement benefits for its employees.

1.10 PROVISIONS AND CONTINGENCIES
Provisions are recognised when the NIHSS has a present legal 
or constructive obligation as a result of a past event, and it 
is probable that an outflow of economic benefits or service 
potential will be required or can be made to settle the obligation.

Provisions are measured as management’s best estimate of the 
expenditure required to settle the obligation at the reporting 
date and are discounted to present value where the amount of 
the provision is material.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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1.13 IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE
Irregular expenditure is expenditure other than unauthorised 
expenditure, incurred in contravention of or not in accordance 
with the NIHSS supply chain policy.

1.14 RESERVES
Any surplus funds at the end of the financial year are retained 
and utilised for project expenditure in the new financial year.

1.15 RELATED PARTIES
Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability 
to control the other party or exercise significant influence over 
the other party in making financial and operating decisions or if 
the related party entity or another entity are subject to common 
control. Where such a situation exists, the nature and type of 
transactions and relationships between parties are disclosed in 
the notes to these financial statements.

1.16 COMMITMENTS
Commitments are disclosed where the NIHSS has, in the normal 
course of its operations, entered into a contractual agreement 
with third parties for project expenses that are yet due for 
payment. Commitments are measured at the amount the entity 
would pay to settle the obligation, to a third party at reporting 
date.

Commitments are included in the disclosure note to these 
financial statements.

1.17 REPORTING PERIOD
The reporting period for the 2017/18 financial year is 12 months.

1.18 COMPARATIVES
The NIHSS was established on 5 December 2013. The financial 
period for the 2016/17 financial year is a 12-month period from 
1 April 2016 to 31 March 2017.

Where there has been a change in accounting estimate to the 
extent that it gives rise to changes in assets and liabilities, or 
relates to an item of net assets, the change is recognised by 
adjusting the carrying amount of the related asset, liability or 
item of net assets in the period of the change. The comparative 
amounts are therefore not adjusted.

1.19 BUDGET INFORMATION
The approved budget covers the fiscal period from 1 April 2017 
to 31 March 2018.

The following sources of receipts are considered revenue from 
non-exchange transactions:

Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) - 
operations funding
The MTEF (Medium Term Expenditure Framework - three year 
rolling government budget) allocated funding received from the 
DHET. The funding for the NIHSS operations is not conditional 
and revenue is recognised when the funds are received.

National Skills Fund (NSF)
The NSF funds all the NIHSS projects (including the African 
Pathways Programme scholarships and the BRICS Think Tank). 
The funds for the projects are conditional and revenue is only 
recognised to the extent that expenditure is incurred.

National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS)
NSFAS makes loans and grants bursaries to academically able 
but financially disadvantaged students, to enable them to meet 
the costs of studying at higher education institutions.

The NIHSS through the NSF appropriates and pays funds to 
NSFAS to implement and administer student programmes on 
behalf of the NIHSS, per contract terms. The funds are kept 
by NSFAS in an interest-bearing call account. NSFAS keeps the 
accounting records of the funds. The funds are rolled over each 
financial year and any unspent funds are refunded to the NIHSS 
at contract end.

The final bank balance of NSFAS is recognised as a receivable 
from NSFAS and deferred revenue (liability). The funds for these 
loans/bursaries are conditional and revenue is only recognised 
to the extent that expenditure is incurred.

1.12 FRUITLESS AND WASTEFUL EXPENDITURE
Fruitless expenditure means expenditure that was made in 
vain and would have been avoided had reasonable care been 
exercised.

All expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure 
is recognised as an expense in the statement of financial 
performance in the year that the expenditure was incurred. The 
expenditure is classified in accordance with the nature of the 
expense, and where recovered it is subsequently accounted for 
as revenue in the statement of financial performance.
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Estimation of useful lives and residual value
An assessment is done at each reporting period of whether there 
is any indication that the entity’s expectations about the residual 
values and the useful lives of property, plant and equipment and 
intangible assets have changed since the preceding reporting 
period. If any such indication exists, an estimation of the revised 
expected useful lives and/or residual values is done.

Impairment of assets
The NIHSS assesses its receivables for impairment at the end of 
each reporting period. In determining whether an impairment 
loss should be recorded in surplus or deficit, management 
makes judgements as to whether there is observable data 
indicating a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash 
flows from receivables.

Segment reporting
Management has assessed that the NIHSS operates as one 
segment both geographically and in service offering. Therefore, 
management has not divided the financial information into 
different segments as required by GRAP 18.

These financial statements and the approved budget are on 
the same basis of accounting, therefore, a comparison of actual 
performance with budgeted amounts for the reporting period 
has been included in the statement of comparison of budget 
and actual amounts.

1.20 EVENTS AFTER REPORTING DATE
Events after reporting date are those events, whether favourable 
or unfavourable, that occur between the reporting date and the 
date when the financial statements are approved. Two types of 
events can be identified:
• Those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the 

reporting date (adjusting events after the reporting date); and
• Those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the 

reporting date (non-adjusting events after the reporting date).

The NIHSS will adjust the amount recognised in the financial 
statements to reflect adjusting events after the reporting date 
once the event has occurred.

The NIHSS will disclose the nature of the event and an estimate 
of its financial effect or a statement that such estimate cannot 
be made in respect of all material non-adjusting events, where 
non-disclosure could influence the economic decisions of users 
taken on the basis of the financial statements.

1.21 SIGNIFICANT JUDGEMENTS AND SOURCES OF 
ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY
In preparing these financial statements, management is required 
to make judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the 
amounts represented in these financial statements and related 
disclosures. Use of available information and the application 
of judgement is inherent in the formation of estimates. Actual 
results in the future could differ from these estimates, which 
may be material to these financial statements.

The following are the key assumptions concerning the future, 
and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at year end, 
that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to 
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next 
financial year:

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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The scope of the NIHSS is to advance and coordinate scholarship, 
research and ethical practice in the fields of the humanities 
and social sciences within and through the existing public 
universities and those to be established or declared in future as 
public universities.

The functions of the NIHSS are to:
(a)  Provide services to the higher education sphere within the 

humanities and social sciences;
(b)  Advance learning within the specific scope or application of 

the Institute by ensuring collaboration and/or coordination 
of the work of higher education institutions; and

(c) Advise the Minister of Higher Education and Training 
on matters relating to the Institute’s specific scope or 
application, or higher education generally.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION
The creation of the National Institute for the Humanities and 
Social Sciences (NIHSS) to dynamise these fields of study in 
South Africa’s higher education system emerged out of a wide-
ranging consultative process inaugurated by the then Minister 
of Higher Education and Training, Dr Bonginkosi Nzimande.

In 2010, the Minister appointed a task team to develop a 
Charter on the Humanities and Social Sciences. This was 
aimed at affirming the importance of the humanities and 
social sciences as forms of scholarship. The final report of the 
Charter was submitted to the then Minister on 4 August 2011. 
A key recommendation of the report was the establishment 
of an institute for the promotion of the humanities and social 
sciences.

Guided by the overwhelming support for the recommendation 
from the stakeholders across the entire cultural divide and for 
the establishment of the institute in particular, the Minister 
provided for the establishment of the National Institute for the 
Humanities and Social Sciences (NIHSS) through Government 
Gazette Notice No. 37118 of 5 December 2013.

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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3.2 STANDARDS NOT YET EFFECTIVE OR RELEVANT
The following standards and interpretations that have been issued but are not yet effective are not applicable to the NIHSS and will 
not have an impact on future financial statements:

Standard/interpretation: Effective date: Expected impact:

GRAP 32: Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor Not yet effective No significant impact on future disclosures

GRAP 34: Separate Financial Statements Not yet effective No significant impact on future disclosures

GRAP 35: Consolidated Financial Statements Not yet effective No significant impact on future disclosures

GRAP 36: Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures Not yet effective No significant impact on future disclosures

GRAP 37: Joint Arrangements Not yet effective No significant impact on future disclosures

GRAP 38: Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities Not yet effective No significant impact on future disclosures

GRAP 110: Living and Non-living Resources Not yet effective No significant impact on future disclosures

3. NEW STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS

3.1 STANDARDS ISSUED, BUT NOT YET EFFECTIVE
At the date of authorisation of these financial statements, there are standards and interpretations in issue but not yet effective.  
These include the following standards and interpretations that are applicable to the NIHSS and may have an impact on future 
financial  statements:

Standard/interpretation: Effective date: Expected impact:

GRAP 20: Related parties Not yet effective

This standard prescribes the disclosure of information relevant to draw 
attention to the possibility that the entity’s financial position and surplus/deficit 
may have been affected by the existence of related parties. It is not expected 
that this standard will significantly impact future disclosures.

GRAP 108: Statutory Receivables  Not yet effective
This standard prescribes the accounting requirements for the recognition, 
measurement, presentation and disclosure of statutory receivables. It is not 
expected that this standard will significantly impact future disclosures.

GRAP 109: Accounting by 
Principals and Agents Not yet effective

The objective of this standard is to outline principles to be used by an entity to 
assess whether it is party to a principal-agent arrangement, and whether it is a 
principal or an agent in undertaking transactions in terms of such arrangement.
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4. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2018 2017

Figures in Rands Cost Accumulated 
depreciation

Carrying 
value

Cost Accumulated 
depreciation

Carrying 
value

Office furniture and fittings  3 302 121  (681 874)  2 620 247  3 108 567  (357 640)  2 750 927 
Office equipment  1 401 269  (502 429)  898 840  1 356 789  (225 082)  1 131 707 
Computer equipment  1 417 063  (692 948)  724 115  1 084 367  (401 433)  682 934 
Leasehold improvements  3 780 168  (2 552 543)  1 227 625  3 309 418  (1 345 650)  1 963 768 
Office equipment - project assets  145 122  (37 011)  108 111  130 074  (10 719)  119 355 

Total  10 045 743  (4 466 805)  5 578 938  8 989 215  (2 340 524)  6 648 691 

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2018

Figures in Rands Opening  
balance

Additions  Disposals Depreciation Total

Office furniture and fittings                                     2 750 927  193 553  -  (324 234)  2 620 246 
Office equipment                                              1 131 707  44 480  -  (277 347)  898 840 
Computer equipment                                   682 934  364 448  (6 786)  (316 481)  724 116 
Leasehold improvements                                 1 963 768  470 750  -  (1 206 893)  1 227 625 
Office equipment - project assets  119 355  15 048  -  (26 292)  108 111 

Total  6 648 691  1 088 279  (6 786)  (2 151 246)  5 578 938 

During the 2017/18 financial year, a total amount of R41 384 was incurred to repair and maintain various assets.

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2017

Figures in Rands Opening  
balance

Additions  Disposals Depreciation Total

Office furniture and fittings                                     2 057 020  976 166  -  (282 259)  2 750 927 
Office equipment                                              399 290  923 061  -  (190 644)  1 131 707 
Computer equipment                                   410 269  547 634  (11 785)  (263 184)  682 934 
Leasehold improvements                                 2 423 085  538 192  -  (997 509)  1 963 768 
Office equipment - project assets  -  130 074  -  (10 719)  119 355 

Total  5 289 664  3 115 127  (11 785)  (1 744 315)  6 648 691 

Gross carrying value 2018 2017

Office furniture and fittings                                     2 620 246  2 750 927 
Office equipment                                              898 840  1 131 707 
Computer equipment                                   724 116  682 934 
Leasehold improvements                                 1 227 625  1 963 768 
Office equipment - project assets  108 111  119 355 

Total  5 578 938  6 648 691 
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5. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

2018 2017

Figures in Rands Cost Accumulated 
amortisation

Carrying 
value

Cost Accumulated 
amortisation

Carrying 
value

Computer software  837 223  (374 515)  462 708  501 724  (162 425)  339 299 
Internally generated computer software  1 898 242  (827 402)  1 070 840  940 855  (114 587)  826 268 

Total  2 735 465  (1 201 917)  1 533 548  1 442 579  (277 012)  1 165 567 

The NIHSS developed a Grants Management System internally during the 2016/17 and 2017/18 financial years. The cumulative expenditure on 
developing the system has been recognised in the carrying amounts of these intangible assets.

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2018

Figures in Rands Opening 
balance

Additions  Amortisation Total

Computer software  339 299  335 500  (212 089)  462 710 
Internally generated computer software  826 268  957 387  (712 815)  1 070 840 

Total  1 165 567  1 292 887  (924 905)  1 533 549 

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2017

Figures in Rands Opening 
balance

Additions  Amortisation Total

Computer software  101 576  273 592  (35 870)  339 298 
Internally generated computer software  -  940 855  (114 586)  826 269 

Total  101 576  1 214 447  (150 455)  1 165 567 

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Gross carrying value

Computer software  1 533 549  339 298 

6. PREPAYMENTS

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Assets paid in advance  92 000  - 
Rental paid in advance  249 404  216 570 
Warranty prepayment  1 961  3 531 
Other prepayments  431 644  9 975 

Total  775 009  230 076 
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7. RECEIVABLES

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Receivables from exchange transactions

Interest receivable  -  - 

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure 24  173 539  128 765 
Other receivables  60 552  230 629 

 234 091  359 394 

Receivables from non-exchange transactions

DHET receivable (Operations)  -  - 
DHET receivable (Awards NSF)  -  11 723 378 
DHET receivable (Scholarships NSFAS)  -  4 260 507 
NSF additional receivable (BRICS Think Tank)  -  - 

 -  15 983 885 

Total receivables  234 091  16 343 279 

The DHET receivable is the remaining funds due to the NIHSS from the DHET.

8. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Cash and cash equivalents consist of:

NIHSS operating bank account 7 060 123  210 020 
NIHSS NSF bank account 17 173 140  11 395 213 
Cash on hand 2 100  1 602 
Investments 82 443 602  89 346 971 

Total 106 678 965 100 953 806

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash held by the NIHSS. The carrying amount of these assets approximates their fair values.

8.1 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Credit card 9 063  69 489 

Total 9 063  69 489 
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9. PAYABLES

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Trade and other payables from exchange transactions

Trade payables   1 913 025  5 020 148 
Trade accruals  408 239  - 
Employees’ payables - 13th cheque  25 800  - 
Accrued leave pay  508 601  572 669 

 2 855 665  5 592 817 

The carrying amounts of trade and other payables approximate their fair value due to the relatively short-term maturity of these financial liabilities.

Trade and other payables from non-exchange transactions

Trade payables  3 196 650  23 876 291 

Trade accruals  2 240 881  - 
Trade payables (NSF)  96 965 528  63 853 590 
Trade payables (NSFAS)  -  19 288 507 
Trade payables (NSF Additional for BRICS Think Tank)  -  - 

 102 403 059  107 018 388 

Total payables  105 258 724  112 611 205 

9.1 PROVISIONS

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Opening carrying amount  963 432  - 
Additional amount provided  824 002  963 432 
Amounts paid out  (624 866)  - 

Closing carrying amount  1 162 568  963 432 

The provision relates to provisions for performance incentives, which are expected to be paid out at the end of August 2018. These are performance 
based and are driven by the employees’ performance evaluations.

10. FINANCE LEASE LIABILITY

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Finance lease liability 17.2  69 061  182 189 
Less: short-term portion disclosed under current liabilities  (69 061)  (113 252)

Non-current lease liability  -  68 937 
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11. REVENUE

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Investment revenue - interest  219 703  3 977 391 
Government funding  142 937 113  144 462 429 
Other income  346 976  7 474 

Total  143 503 792  148 447 294 

The amount included in revenue arising from exchanges of goods or services is as follows:

Investment revenue - interest 219 703 3 977 391

The amount included in revenue arising from non-exchange transactions is as follows:

Transfer revenue (government funding)

Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) - operations funding  37 342 775  25 081 000 
National Skills Fund (NSF)  105 594 338  63 994 229 
National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS)  -  55 387 200 

Total government funding  142 937 113  144 462 429 

12. EMPLOYEE-RELATED COSTS

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Basic salaries  20 420 277  17 524 130 
Overtime  979  88 779 
Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF)  62 875  53 377 
Skills Development Levy (SDL)  193 964  162 319 
Acting allowances  473 277  401 691 
Subsistence allowances  111 041  42 243 
Arbitration awards  -  463 493 
Accrued leave pay  (64 068)  249 678 
Performance incentives  824 002  963 432 
Provident Fund - employer contributions  43 954  41 989 
Temporary staff  923 111  - 

Total  22 989 412  19 991 130 
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13. PROJECT EXPENSES

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Projects

Catalytic Research Projects  4 847 036  9 971 580 
Humanities Hubs  8 590 228  7 931 519 
BRICS Collaboration  1 792 085  2 635 225 
Pan African South collaboration  -  619 211 
Awards  885 894  707 025 
Evaluation panels and Awards ceremony  4 302 463  2 950 817 
Working Groups  9 131 841  5 453 628 
Professional Associations  1 737 000  930 169 
BRICS Think Tank  6 441 295  6 058 445 
Emeriti Professors  3 939 321  6 056 518 
Doctoral Schools  -  501 340 
Annual National Doctoral Conference  3 615 037  2 423 218 
African Pathways Teaching and Research Mobility  628 941  655 160 
National and regional workshops and seminars  1 666  199 739 
NSF project administration costs  -  5 352 565 
Workshop costs (project) travel  367 034  844 071 

Total projects  46 279 841  53 290 230 

African Pathways (NSF-funded scholarships)  10 956 000  10 704 000 
Scholarships (NSF-funded scholarships)  48 358 500  55 387 200 

Total scholarships  59 314 500  66 091 200 

Total project expenses  105 594 341  119 381 430 
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14 GENERAL EXPENSES

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Audit fees - external  838 550  890 120 
Audit fees - internal  337 181  286 715 
Advertising and promotions 25  513 492  966 035 
Bank charges  19 889  17 993 
Board member emoluments  279 818  290 256 
Cleaning  55 648  49 871 
Consulting fees  979 356  1 268 174 
Courier and postage  6 212  7 298 
Insurance  250 224  108 164 
Internet costs  129 037  260 236 
Loss on disposal of assets  6 786  - 
Rental of equipment - finance costs  13 907  17 688 
Legal fees  1 109 164  568 987 
Licences  42 727  41 040 
Meetings costs  70  2 466 
Printing and stationery  388 518  434 436 
Rates and taxes  77 950  60 791 
Repairs and maintenance 4  208 152  226 946 
Security expenses  1 813  7 422 
Small assets  4 223  46 787 
Groceries  58 296  - 
Staff recruitment  528 925  826 444 
Staff refreshments  256 034  254 156 
Staff training  650 714  266 762 
Staff welfare  98 083  298 488 
Subscriptions to professional bodies  13 687  47 242 
Supplies and services  300 974  242 463 
Telephone and fax  580 950  303 583 
Travel and accommodation  879 403  386 884 
Water and electricity  604 105  680 749 
Warranty costs  1 570  15 547 
Workmens Compensation  245 793  - 
Workshop costs (operational)  704 317  1 114 472 
Total  10 185 568  9 988 215 

14.1 PROJECT ADMINISTRATION FEE

Doctoral Schools  203 040  - 
Workshop costs (project)  1 199 696  - 
NSF project administration costs  718 647  - 

 2 121 383  - 
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15. INVESTMENT REVENUE

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Investment interest at the beginning of the year  -  (53 695)
Net interest income received per income statement  219 703  3 977 391 
Accrued net interest income at the end of the year  -  - 

Investment income  219 703  3 923 696 

16. NET CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Deficit for the year  (3 248 144)  (5 538 594) 

Adjustments for:

Depreciation and amortisation  3 076 152  1 894 772 
(Decrease)/increase in operating and finance lease liability  (121 221)  420 778 

Changes in working capital:

(Increase)/Decrease in inventories  (18 514)  10 289 
(Increase)/Decrease in receivables from exchange transactions and prepayments  (419 630)  12 175 575 
Decrease/(Increase) in receivables from non-exchange transactions  15 983 885  24 864 586 
Increase/(Decrease) in trade and other payables from exchange transactions  (20 976 781)  16 871 130 
Increase in trade and other payables from non-exchange transactions  13 823 429  9 770 783 
Increase/(Decrease) in retained earnings  (60 785)  (6 756 009) 

 8 038 391  53 713 310 
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Figures in Rands Present Value Interest Payment

Due not later than one year (current liabilities) 69 061  2 570  71 631 
Due later than one year and not later than five years (non-current liabilities) -  - 

69 061  2 570  71 631 

17. COMMITMENTS

17.1. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS - AS LESSEE (EXPENSE)

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Minimum lease payments due:
- within one year  1 813 855  2 696 344 
- in second to fifth year (inclusive)  -  1 652 493 

 1 813 855  4 348 838 

The NIHSS has occupied a new office space from 1 November 2015.  These premises are on an operating lease over a three-year 
period. The building is located on Erf 902, 24 St Andrews Road, Parktown.

17.2. FINANCE LEASE COMMITMENTS - AS LESSEE 

Reconciliation of total future minimum lease payments and their present values:

The Institute has entered into two finance lease agreements, for the rental of photocopying and printing equipment, which are due to 
expire on 31 August 2018 and 31 March 2019 respectively. There are no annual escalation clauses associated with the leases. The leases 
have been accounted for in terms of GRAP 13. No provision has been made for the option to renew the leases on expiry.
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University of the 
Witwatersrand

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CARPROJ9B / 
CRP01609

 240 000  -  -  240 000  - 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP 01501  137 500  -  -  -  137 500 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CPR 01509  208 998  -  -  208 998  - 

University of Cape Town Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP 01503 / 
CRP01703

 249 806  -  200 000  249 806  200 000 

University of Cape Town Catalytic Research 
Projects

CPR 01510  170 000  -  -  170 000  - 

University of Limpopo Catalytic Research 
Projects

CPR 015011  195 000  -  -  195 000  - 

Chris Hani Institute Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP 01507  -  -  150 000  150 000  - 

Humanities Hubs NIHSS-LF 001  99 608  -  118 398  168 006  50 000 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01501B  -  150 000  -  150 000  - 

BRICS 
Collaboration

ICSSR  1 641 328  -  150 000  1 447 725  343 603 

University of Johannesburg BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201516

 -  -  -  160 500 

University of Cape Town BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201514

 -  -  -  172 500 

Tshwane University of 
Technology

BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201518

 -  -  150 000  285 000 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201511

 -  -  -  114 725 

University of Fort Hare BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201508

 -  -  -  172 500 

Rhodes University BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201512

 -  -  -  137 500 

University of Pretoria BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201502

 -  -  -  135 000 

University of Cape Town BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201509

 -  -  -  135 000 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201506

 -  -  -  135 000 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018

PROJECT COMMITMENTS

All projects and African Pathways Programme scholarships are funded by the National Skills Fund (NSF).
The contract period ranges from one to three years for all projects.

PROJECTS
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University of KwaZulu-
Natal

BRICS 
Collaboration

NIHSS/
ICSSR201519

 135 000  -  -  135 000  - 

Mapungubwe Institute for 
Strategic Reflection

Working Groups WG2015002  15 000  -  -  15 000  - 

University of South Africa Emeriti Professors NMP2015010  200 000  -  -  200 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP015015  240 000  -  -  120 000  120 000 

University of Johannesburg Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01618  228 152  -  -  228 152  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01625  213 400  -  -  -  213 400 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP016033  120 000  -  -  120 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WGO01624  358 880  -  -  358 880  - 

University of Cape Town Working Groups 
Programme

WGO01637  120 000  -  -  120 000  - 

University of Johannesburg Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01647  60 000  -  -  60 000  - 

University of Cape Town Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01645  120 000  -  -  120 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01705  -  960 000  -  960 000  - 

Stellenbosch University Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01702  -  930 000  -  465 000  465 000 

University of the Western 
Cape

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01714  -  623 000  -  436 100  186 900 

University of Pretoria Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01622B  -  497 188  -  298 313  198 875 

University of the Western 
Cape

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01617B  -  500 000  -  -  500 000 

Durban University of 
Technology

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CRP01605B  -  500 000  -  300 000  200 000 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Catalytic Research 
Projects

CARPROJ9C  -  870 000  -  522 000  348 000 

University of Venda Working Groups 
Programme

WG01640  40 000  -  -  40 000  - 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01657  170 800  -  -  170 800  - 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018
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University of South Africa Humanities Hubs Prof Russel Viljoen  300 000  -  -  300 000  - 

English Academy of 
Southern Africa (EASA)

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PRA 0108  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

African Association for 
Rhetoric (AAR)

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PRA 0109  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

South African Society 
for Research in Music 
(SASRIM)

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PRA 0110  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

South African Association of 
Political Studies (SAAPS)

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PRA 0111  -  290 000  -  290 000  - 

Linguistics Society of 
Southern Africa

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PAP17/1003  -  250 000  -  -  250 000 

Education Association of 
South Africa (EASA)

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PAP17/1007  -  72 000  -  72 000  - 

International Society for 
Gesture Studies

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PAP17/1022  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

South African Education 
Research Association 
(SAERA)

Professional 
Associations 
Programme

PAP17/1009  -  175 000  -  175 000  - 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

African Pathways 
Teaching and 
Research Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/01

 -  48 520  -  48 520  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

African Pathways 
Teaching and 
Research Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/03

 -  28 500  -  28 500  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

African Pathways 
Teaching and 
Research Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/06

 -  60 000  -  60 000  - 

University of Nigeria 
Nsukka

BRICS and 
Research Teaching 
and Research 
Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/02

 -  101 950  -  101 950  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

BRICS and 
Research Teaching 
and Research 
Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/05

 -  150 000  -  150 000  - 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018
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University of South Africa BRICS and 
Research Teaching 
and Research 
Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/07

 -  116 000  -  116 000  - 

University of Zululand BRICS and 
Research Teaching 
and Research 
Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/08

 -  90 000  -  90 000  - 

University of Limpopo BRICS and 
Research Teaching 
and Research 
Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/09

 -  33 971  -  33 971  - 

University of Cape Town BRICS and 
Research Teaching 
and Research 
Mobility 

BRICS-
MOB/2018/10

 -  79 720  -  -  79 720 

Emeriti Professors NMP 2017/20  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of Johannesburg Emeriti Professors NMP2017/01  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of Limpopo Emeriti Professors NMP2017/02  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

Durban University of 
Technology

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/03  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of Zululand Emeriti Professors NMP2017/04  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of Pretoria Emeriti Professors NMP2017/05  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of South Africa Emeriti Professors NMP2017/06  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/07  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/08  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

North-West University Emeriti Professors NMP2017/09  300 000  -  -  300 000  - 

Stellenbosch University Emeriti Professors NMP2017/10  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/11  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University 

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/12  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

Rhodes University Emeriti Professors NMP2017/13  150 000  -  -  -  150 000 

University of South Africa Emeriti Professors NMP2017/14  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of the Western 
Cape 

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/15  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018
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University of Venda Emeriti Professors NMP2017/16  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of Cape Town Emeriti Professors NMP2017/17  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of Fort Hare Emeriti Professors NMP2017/18  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/19  150 000  -  -  150 000  - 

University of the 
Witswatersrand

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/21  150 000  -  -  -  150 000 

University of the Free State Emeriti Professors NMP2017/22  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

Emeriti Professors NMP2017/23  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of Johannesburg Emeriti Professors NMP2018/03  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

University of Limpopo Emeriti Professors NMP2018/04  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

University of South Africa Emeriti Professors NMP2018/05  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

University of Pretoria Emeriti Professors NMP2018/06  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

University of South Africa Emeriti Professors NMP2018/07  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

University of Stellenbosch Emeriti Professors NMP2018/08  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University

Emeriti Professors NMP2018/09  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

Emeriti Professors NMP2018/10  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

Emeriti Professors NMP2018/19/01  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

Emeriti Professors NMP2018/19/02  -  300 000  -  -  300 000 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG 01718  -  1 000 000  -  500 000  500 000 

University of South Africa 
Press

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01658  -  112 100  -  112 100  - 

University of South Africa Working Groups 
Programme

WG01701  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of Cape Town Working Groups 
Programme

WG01702  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

South African History 
Online

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01703  -  75 000  -  75 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01704  -  259 000  -  259 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01705  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018
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University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01706  -  165 600  -  165 600  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01707  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01708  -  352 000  -  192 000  160 000 

Rhodes University Working Groups 
Programme

WG01709  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of Cape Town Working Groups 
Programme

WG01710  -  30 000  -  30 000  - 

Mzala Nxumalo Centre Working Groups 
Programme

WG01711  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Rhodes University Working Groups 
Programme

WG01712  -  200 000  -  200 000  - 

University of South Africa Working Groups 
Programme

WG01713  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of South Africa Working Groups 
Programme

WG01714  -  194 500  -  194 500  - 

Stellenbosch University Working Groups 
Programme

WG01715  -  100 000  -  100 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01716  -  600 000  -  600 000  - 

University of South Africa/
South African Democracy 
Education Trust (SADET)

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01717  -  500 000  -  500 000  - 

Sol Plaatje University Working Groups 
Programme

WG01719  -  97 200  -  97 200  - 

North-West University Working Groups 
Programme

WG01721  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of Pretoria Working Groups 
Programme

WG01722  -  149 585  -  149 585  - 

University of the Western 
Cape 

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01723  -  259 000  -  259 000  - 

University of Johannesburg Working Groups 
Programme

WG01724  -  200 000  -  200 000  - 

University of the Western 
Cape 

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01726  -  200 000  -  -  200 000 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01728  -  198 200  -  198 200  - 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018
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University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01731  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

HSRC Press Working Groups 
Programme

WG01732  -  900 000  200 000  675 000  425 000 

University of the Free State Working Groups 
Programme

WG01733  -  67 000  -  67 000  - 

University of Johannesburg Working Groups 
Programme

WG01735  -  150 000  -  -  150 000 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

Working Groups 
Programme

WG01736  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of Cape Town Working Groups 
Programme

WG01737  -  64 188  -  -  64 188 

University of Pretoria Working Groups 
Programme

WG01738  -  80 840  -  80 840  - 

Abantu Book Festival Working Groups 
Programme

WG01742  -  500 000  -  500 000  - 

Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University

Working Groups 
Programme

WG201801  -  296 400  -  -  296 400 

University of Johannesburg BRICS Academic 
Cluster

NIHSS/BRICS-
Cluster 05:2017

 -  -  -  -150 000  150 000 

Institute for Global 
Dialogue

BRICS Academic 
Cluster

NIHSS/BRICS-
Cluster 05.1:2017

 -  150 000  -  150 000  - 

Human Sciences Research 
Council

BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC01/2018/01  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of Zululand BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC03/2018/03  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of Zululand BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC04/2018/04  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC04/2018/05  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Human Sciences Research 
Council

BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC04/2018/06  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

University of the Free State BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC04/2018/07  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Tshwane University of 
Technology

BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC05/2018/009  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Institute for Global 
Dialogue

BRICS Academic 
Cluster

BC05/2018/08  -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018
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Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018

Freedom Park Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201703HUB  1 500 000  -  -  1 500 000  - 

University of Fort Hare Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201705HUB  3 000 000  -  -  1 500 000  1 500 000 

Isimangaliso Humanities  
Hub

Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201706HUB  529 000  -  -  317 400  211 600 

Lwandle Migrant Labour 
Museum

Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201702HUB  1 104 350  -  -  662 610  441 740 

Mapungubwe National Park 
and World Heritage Site 
Sanparks

Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201707HUB  1 500 000  -  -  900 000  600 000 

Hunterstoun Heritage 
Centre, University of Fort 
Hare

Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201704HUB  530 500  -  -  -  530 500 

Origins Humanities Hub Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201708HUB  750 000  -  -  450 000  300 000 

Rhodes University Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201709HUB  -  990 000  -  495 000  495 000 

University of the Western 
Cape 

Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201710HUB  -  800 000  -  400 000  400 000 

Lilliesleaf  Trust Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201713HUB  -  1 500 000  -  750 000  750 000 

Robben Island Museum Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201711HUB  -  300 000  -  150 000  150 000 

Market Theatre Foundation Humanities Hubs 
Programme

00201712HUB  -  450 000  -  225 000  225 000 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

BRICS Research 
Projects 

NIHSS/BRICSRP 
201701

 380 000  -  -  380 000  - 

University of KwaZulu-
Natal

BRICS Research 
Projects 

NIHSS/BRICSRP 
201702

 236 000  -  -  -  236 000 

North-West University BRICS Working 
Group 

BWG17/001  -  344 400  -  344 360  40 

University of the 
Witwatersrand

BRICS Working 
Group 

BWG/2018/01  -  75 000  -  75 000  - 

Mangosuthu University of 
Technology

BRICS Working 
Group 

BWG/2018/02  -  60 000  -  60 000  - 

University of Cape Town BRICS Working 
Group 

BWG/2018/03  -  150 000  -  -  150 000 

Institute for Global 
Dialogue (IGD)

SABTT-IGD Policy 
Dialogues for 
2017/18

 -  800 000  500 000  900 000  400 000 
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Scholarships (African Pathways) Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts for 
year ending 
31 March 

2018

Write-off Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018

African Pathways Programme  5 130 000  7 128 000  -  10 956 000  1 302 000 
African Pathways operational expenses #  -  -  -  - 

TOTAL  5 130 000  7 128 000  -  10 956 000  1 302 000 

# These are operational expenses incurred to support the African Pathways Programme.

Scholarships (SAHUDA) Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts for 
year ending 
31 March 

2018

Write-off Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018

Scholarships (NSFAS)  2 976 000  48 771 000  -  48 358 500  3 388 500 

TOTAL  2 976 000  48 771 000  -  48 358 500  3 388 500 

Institution/entity Programme Reference Contractual 
value at  

31 March 
2017

New 
contracts 
for year 

ending 31 
March 2018

 Additional 
funding 

Expenditure 
for the year 
ending 31 

March 2018

Contractual  
value at  

31 March 
2018

Economic Justice Network 
of the Fellowship of 
Christian Councils in 
Southern Africa (EJN)

Civil BRICS 
Forum 2018

 -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

National Labour and 
Economic Development 
Institute (NALEDI)

Non-govermental 
Dialogues

 -  300 000  -  300 000  - 

Institute for Economic 
Research and Innovation 
(IERI)/Tshwane University 
of Technology

BRICS Research 
and Development 
(R&D) Mapping 

Prof Rasigan 
Maharaj

 -  1 240 000  -  -  1 240 000 

NSF project operational 
expenses ^

 12 100 722 

TOTAL  18 093 322  30 935 862  1 318 398  46 279 838  16 168 466 

^ These are operational expenses incurred to support the NSF projects that do not fall under a contract.
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18. RELATED PARTIES

Relationship

Controlling entity: Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)
Entities under common control: NSF
Members of key management : Prof Sarah Mosoetsa CEO

Tumelo Mokoena CFO 

Members of the Board: Prof Aristides Sitas (Chairperson)
Prof Ahmed Bawa
Dr Bernard Nthambeleni
Prof Fiona Tregenna
Alex Mashilo
Luli Callinicos
Ivor Baatjes
John Pampallis
Stephen Smith
Nokuthula Selamolela (Chairperson of Audit and Risk Committee)
Prof Pamela Maseko*
Prof Rosemary Moeketsi**
Prof Nhlanhla Mkhize (Ex-officio) 

* Resigned 3 July 2017
** Resigned 13 March 2018

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Related party balances

Receivables

Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)  -  15 983 885 

Payables

Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)  96 965 528  83 142 097 

All related party balances and transactions to the DHET include the transfer to/from the National Skills Fund.
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Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Related party transactions

Transactions

Revenue

Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)  142 937 113  144 462 429 

Remuneration - members of key management

Chief Executive Officer  1 471 794  1 376 733 
Chief Financial Officer  1 292 744  1 181 549 

Total  2 764 538  2 558 282 

The key management group consists of the NIHSS CEO and CFO.

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Remuneration - Board members

Prof Aristides Sitas  42 665  40 355 
Prof Ahmed Bawa  7 525  7 575 
Prof Pamela Maseko  650  27 630 
Dr Bernard Nthambeleni  36 765  28 660 
Prof Fiona Tregenna  29 500  23 300 
Alex Mashilo  15 025  10 100 
Luli Callinicos  18 200  14 500 
Ivor Baatjes  10 894  19 550 
Prof Rosemary Moeketsi  35 410  28 495 
John Pampallis  38 144  48 580 
Stephen Smith  27 470  27 370 
Nokuthula Selamolela (Chairperson of Audit and Risk Committee)  17 570  14 140 

Total  279 818  290 256 

The Board consists of members appointed in terms of Government Gazette No. 37118. Remuneration is paid to members.
The NIHSS has remunerated members of the Board for attending Board and sub-committee meetings as disclosed above.
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Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Transactions made to organisations associated with Board Members**

Entities associated with Board members Associating Board members

University of Cape Town Prof Aristides Sitas  8 127 888  4 113 373 
University of the Western Cape Prof Aristides Sitas  5 134 100  - 
University of KwaZulu-Natal Prof Aristides Sitas  10 541 939  4 072 888 
Robben Island Museum Council Luli Callinicos  150 000  - 
Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic Reflection (MISTRA) Luli Callinicos  915 000  115 000 
University of South Africa Prof Rosemary Moeketsi and Prof Ahmed Bawa  6 737 889  1 505 017 
University of Johannesburg Prof Fiona Tregenna  4 388 607  1 382 728 
University of  Venda Dr Bernard Nthambeleni  3 764 370  1 323 900 
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University Ivor Baatjes  -  1 654 670 
North-West University Alex Mashilo  2 618 360  592 000 
Rhodes University Prof Pamela Maseko  -  1 401 756 
Rhodes University Prof Sarah Mosoetsa (CEO)  5 166 289  - 
University of the Witwatersrand Prof Sarah Mosoetsa (CEO) and Alex Mashilo  18 255 905  5 348 823 
Mzala Nxumalo Centre for the Study of South African Society Prof Sarah Mosoetsa (CEO) and John Pampallis  300 000  - 

Total  66 100 347  21 510 155 

** These transactions are between the NIHSS and the entities that are associated with Board members/CEO, and none of these particular ones were 
paid directly to the board member/CEO.
All transactions above occurred under terms that were no more favourable than those available in similar arm’s length dealings.
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2017/18 – Figures in Rands

The ageing of receivables from exchange transactions: Gross Impairment 2018: Total 

Not past due  234 091  -  234 091 

The ageing of cash and cash equivalents Gross Impairment 2018: Total 

Not past due  106 678 965  -  106 678 965 

2016/17 – Figures in Rands

The ageing of receivables from exchange transactions: Gross Impairment 2017: Total 

Not past due  359 394  -  359 394 

The ageing of cash and cash equivalents: Gross Impairment 2017: Total 

Not past due  100 953 806  -  100 953 806 

19. RISK MANAGEMENT

The focus of risk management in the NIHSS is on identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the 
NIHSS. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, management endeavours to minimise it by ensuring that the appropriate 
infrastructure, controls, systems and ethics are applied throughout the NIHSS and managed within predetermined procedures and 
constraints. As the NIHSS acquires finance from the DHET and does not have borrowed funds, it does not have major exposure to 
credit, liquidity, interest and market risk.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the NIHSS will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. Ultimate responsibility 
for liquidity risk management rests with the DHET, which has built an appropriate liquidity risk management framework for the 
management of the NIHSS short-, medium- and long-term funding and liquidity management requirements.

2017/18 – Figures in Rands 6 months  
or less

 6–12 months   1–2 years

Payables from exchange transactions  2 855 665  -  - 

2016/17 – Figures in Rands  6 months  
or less 

6–12 months     1–2 years 

Payables from exchange transactions               5 592 817  -  - 

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other party by failing to meet an obligation. 
Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents, and deposits with banks and financial institutions, as well as outstanding receivables 
and committed transactions. For banks and financial institutions, only highly reputable financial institutions are used.

Market risk
No significant events occurred during the year in the market that the NIHSS is aware of.

Interest rate risk
The NIHSS has limited exposure to interest rate risk. The NIHSS’ cash and cash equivalents are subject to interest rate risk for the portion 
of interest received. The interest rate risk is limited as funds are invested with one of the four major banks and this is assessed annually.
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20. EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE

No events after the reporting date occurred that the NIHSS is aware of.

21. BUDGET DIFFERENCES

Notes to Statement of Comparison of Budget and Actual Amounts

Item Reason

Investment revenue Interest received was over the budgeted amount due to cash on hand during the financial year.  Interest from 
investments from the projects funding has been processed to the deferred revenue account.

Government funding The full allocation of funding for both operations and projects was received in the financial year.
The variance is due to deferred revenue which will be recognised as soon as grant conditions are met.

Employee-related costs The majority of vacant positions have been filled in the 2017/18 financial year. 

Depreciation and amortisation The variance is due to asset additions during the 2017/18 financial year.  All assets purchased were 
budgeted for.

Rent and utilities Rent is under budget due to cost-cutting measures implemented throughout the financial year.

Project expenses The full allocation of funding for both operations and projects was received in the financial year.
The amount under budget has been fully committed and is to be disbursed as soon as contract conditions 
are met.

General expenses General expenses were incurred during the financial year and in line with budget.  The amount over budget 
was financed from funds received during the year, not initially budgeted for.

Project administration fee The full allocation of funding for both operations and projects was received in the financial year.
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22. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS DISCLOSURE

Categories of financial instruments

2017/18

Financial assets

Figures in Rands At amortised 
cost 

Total

Receivables from exchange transactions  234 091  234 091 
Receivables from non-exchange transactions  -  - 
Cash and cash equivalents  106 678 965  106 678 965 

Total  106 913 056  106 913 056 

Financial liabilities

Figures in Rands At amortised 
cost 

Total

Trade and other payables from exchange transactions  2 855 665  2 855 665 

Total  2 855 665  2 855 665 

2016/17

Financial assets

Figures in Rands At amortised 
cost 

Total

Receivables from exchange transactions 359 394 359 394
Receivables from non-exchange transactions  15 983 885  15 983 885 
Cash and cash equivalents  100 953 806  100 953 806 

Total  117 297 085  117 297 085 

Financial liabilities

Figures in Rands At amortised 
cost 

Total

Trade and other payables from exchange transactions  5 592 817  5 592 817 

Total  5 592 817  5 592 817 
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23. CONTINGENCIES

Figures in Rands At amortised 
cost 

Total

Contingent liabilities  4 247 788  - 

 4 247 788  - 

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Reconciliation of fruitless and wasteful expenditure:

Opening balance  128 765  - 
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure recovered  (46 573)  128 765 
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure incurred  91 347 
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure condoned  -  - 

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure awaiting recovery  173 539  128 765 

24. FRUITLESS AND WASTEFUL EXPENDITURE

2017/18

In 2017/18 fruitless and wasteful expenditure of R60 785 has been identified in relation to the alleged fraudulent transactions by a staff 
member that occurred in 2016/17.  The employee has paid back a portion of the funds owed to the NIHSS in the 2017/18 financial year. 
The other fruitless and wasteful expenditure disclosed in 2017/18 relates to interest and penalties charged by the Department of Labour 
of R30 562. The NIHSS registered for the first time with the Compensation Fund in the 2017/18 financial year.

2016/17

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure to the value of R128 765 was identified by management during the 2016/17 financial year. This was 
as a result of alleged fraudulent transactions by a staff member where various goods were allegedly purchased for personal use. Upon 
detection by management, this was investigated internally and a criminal case opened with the South African Police Services. The staff 
member concerned resigned on 7 February 2017 and has signed an acknowledgement of debt for the full amount of fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure. The criminal case is still under investigation and the amount will therefore be recovered through the Magistrate Court.

2017/18 

The possible obligation of R4 247 788 exists due to a labour case between the NIHSS and a former employee.  The Labour Court’s order 
amounts to an estimate of R3 847 788 and an estimate of the cost that the Labour Court awarded to the former employee is R400 000. 
The NIHSS has applied for leave to appeal on the case. The petition is pending.

2016/17

There were no contingencies for the 2016/17 financial year.
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Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Employee wellness  -  30 484 
Media monitoring  -  110 462 
Catering  -  5 640 
Office refurbishments  -  348 141 
Advertising  265 770  18 974 
IT services  -  45 312 
IT services  -  6 913 
Licence renewals  -  45 463 
Advertising  -  47 126 
Office equipment  -  31 350 
Catering  -  15 937 
Office equipment  -  8 200 
Marketing material  -  4 194 
Office refurbishments  -  19 357 
Marketing material  -  19 171 
Staff training  -  10 550 
Marketing material  -  62 937 
Catering  -  2 700 
Office equipment  -  17 298 

Total  265 770  850 210 

25. IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE

Figures in Rands 2018 2017

Reconciliation of irregular expenditure:

Opening balance  959 791  - 
Irregular expenditure incurred  265 770  959 791 
Irregular expenditure condoned  (959 791)  - 

Irregular expenditure awaiting condonement  265 770  959 791 

2017/18

Irregular expenditure of R265 770 was identified during the 2017/18 financial year. This was due to a deviation process used to procure 
goods/services where the procurement did not constitute a single source procurement. The Accounting Authority condoned the 
irregular expenditure of R959 791, incurred in the 2016/17 financial year.

2016/17

Under Staff Welfare, a transaction to the value of R109 581 was identified by management as a fraudulent transaction, resulting in 
irregular expenditure. The goods purchased were received; however, the SCM process was not duly followed. The Accounting Authority 
has been notified of this transaction and a criminal case of fraud has been opened against the accused former employee. This amount 
has been expensed during the financial year.  

Furthermore, an amount of R850 210 for various procurements has been disclosed as irregular expenditure. For these procurements, 
requests for quotations were sent to three service providers and the third service provider was not responsive to the Request for 
Quotations. Upon follow-ups made, the suppliers were still not responsive. The reasons for not having the third quotation were noted on 
the evaluation sheets and signed by the SCM official. The delegated official did not sign off a deviation for not obtaining three quotations.
The breakdown of the procurements are as follows:
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26. GOING CONCERN

There are no known circumstances that cast doubt on the ability of the NIHSS to continue as a going concern.

27. SIGNIFICANT JUDGEMENTS AND SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY

Estimation of useful lives and residual value

Management is of the opinion that all assets of the NIHSS have a useful life that is equal to their economic lives as assets are used to a point 
where they cannot be sold on the open market. Management therefore considers the residual value to not be material and significant.

Impairment of assets

Management is of the opinion that there is no objective evidence that, individually or as a group, the receivables will not be recoverable.

28. CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING ESTIMATE

The useful lives of computer equipment, leasehold improvements and computer software are as follows:

Average useful life Depreciation rates

Computer equipment extended by 2 more years 25%–50%
Computer software extended by 2 more years 50%–100%

The revised useful lives had the following effect on the carrying amounts of the assets:

Figures in Rands

Computer equipment Increase in carrying amount  65 414 
Computer software Increase in carrying amount  92 926 
Leasehold improvements Increase in carrying amount  9 023 

Total  167 363 

The change above was recognised by adjusting the carrying amounts of the related assets.

Average useful life Depreciation rates

Computer equipment 2–4 years 25%–50%
Computer software 1–2 years 50%–100%
Leasehold improvements 3–5 years 33.33%–20%

An assessment was done for the 2017/18 reporting period to ascertain whether there is any indication that the entity’s expectations 
about the residual values and the useful lives of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets have changed since the preceding 
reporting period. Such an indication did exist for a few items of computer equipment, leasehold improvements and computer software, 
and the useful lives were revised as follows (only on those specific items):
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